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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman
January 1987

Well! 1987 is upon us so let's get going before all those potential presidential candidates start popping
out of the woodwork...

First Off
As you are aware, On Three's Bob Consorti did not make it to our November meeting as originally
promised. He said it was because of problems associated with the programming of a //gs version of
Desktop Manager. That version is not scheduled to come out until February. I was especially distressed
at the cancellation because this was set up far in advance and Bob himself had chosen November as the
best time to come out to the East Coast. In any case, I asked him to think about coming out at some
later date, but have received no firm commitment.
Despite the disappointment, we still had an excellent meeting. It included a demonstration of the ///
SIG's New Member Disk now available in the WAP PD Library. It's a double-sided disk packed with a
tremendous amount of /// information. It's also self-booting and you can read the text files on screen or
print them to a printer with a program provided. Also new is a double-sided disk containing the System
Utilities program and on the other side, the Utilities Data disk. This is for those new /// owners who
may not have received these tools with their machine. The Data disk contains a number of European
character sets and other goodies.
I hope to have an article next month detailing what's on the New Member's Disk and how to get the
most out of it. And in the future look for AppleWriter 4.1 with a special WPL startup program just for
WAP /// SIG members, including a tutorial for new users.
Both Al Lambert, our Disketeria Chairman and myself would like to get your ideas for PD offerings in the
future. I personally would like to put together a disk with educational programs. Anyone have any
native mode programs they'd like to donate?

Hot Off the Presses
The latest word on getting our operating system, SOS, released by Apple is "progress is being made."
What form that release could take appears now to be the sticking point and reportedly won't happen
until after the first of the year, when Apple announces its next round of new products (which will
probably include the long-awaited "Open Mac"). Rumor has it that The Engineering Department could
play a part in this, so keep an eye California way.
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Sourceware's New Products
We also had a demonstration of Sourceware's new update of their native mode disk label program. It's
menu-driven, unprotected and modifiable. Comes with 20 sample labels and can print both standard or
custom labels. Requires Epson MX with UPIC card, DMP or Imagewriter but you may be able to get it to
work with compatibles too. Cost is $24.95.
The company, based in Littleton, Colorado, has some other programs you may be interested in,
including TYPE CONV /// which is a Text of ASCII file conversion/dump utility. It dumps a file to screen or
printer showing control codes and other "special characters" which may be in the file. You must have
Business Basic to run the program. Cost is $21.95.
Sourceware is also offering Data File ///, a simple data base program for the /// at $21.95 and a
collection of public domain software for $9.95.
Their address is: 6899 S. Yukon Ct., Littleton, CO. 80123.

FORTH ///
Pair Software's Frank Moore has announced a native mode version of the Forth Language. It's based on
the FIG standard Forth and is implemented as an interpreter running under SOS. You will have all the
SOS calls available to you and it reportedly makes heavy use of the console driver.
Frank says that Forth programs completed under Forth /// will be highly transportable (that means
usable on other non-Apple /// machines). It also creates a SOS.Interp file of your application when the
code is compiled. Forth /// comes with a sophisticated editor for the development of your programs and
will run under Catalyst and Selector ///. Cost will be about $50.00. And for all you ProDos users, a
version will be coming out for you as well.
Pair will not include a program manual, but is offering Leo Brodie's book "Starting Forth" for sale to
those interested. The WAP PD library includes some Forth programs which could possibly work with this
new /// version of the language.

Sources of Apple /// Hardware
I wanted to mention to you a couple of companies that are selling Apple /// hardware components at
pretty good prices. These include /// motherboards, 128k or 256k memory boards, Profile cards and
other items. Call or write for their latest list of offerings. Both these companies, by the way, are
advertisers in Computer Shopper.
Shreve Systems
845 Lark Avenue
Shreveport, LA. 71105
318-865-6743 4-9pm CST
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I should also mention here that Sun Systems has obtained a load of Quark QC 10 and 20 hard disks.
They do not require a controller card, but daisy chain off your external Apple /// disk drive. The QC 10
sells for $799.00 and the QC20 for $899.00 and includes the correct driver software as well.
Sun Systems is also doing some original design work for the Lisa/Mac XL if any of you own those
computers. One upcoming product: a hard disk controller card that is four times as fast yet uses one
quarter the energy.

CMC Computer Systems
Another Apple /// vendor appears to be moving on. Charles McConathy, the owner of CMC recently
announced on CompuServe his company had been bought out by Complete Management Systems, or
CMS for short. CMC will now make up CMS's Apple division. Before its purchase, CMS dealt primarily in
IBM disk drives.
McConathy says "the future of full height drives for SOS depends on our source of controllers and if we
can get a distributor to take on the support, etc. The controller is made by Konan out of Arizona and
they have almost stopped production on this card." He says he will continue to provide support for
///ers who purchased his 10 and 20 megabyte hard disks, and I believe as long as they are available, you
can still purchase SOS-compatible hard drives. The CMS number is 714-549-9111.
McConathy's CMC, by the way, was the company that developed an advanced SCSI card for the // family
but was apparently unable to keep the card short enough so it could fit into a ///. Charlie McConathy
has been very supportive of the /// community. But this is another example of a vendor not willing to
go the little bit extra distance it takes to make a workable product for our machine, a product many
have expressed an interest in.

Little Blue Moves Closer to Manufacture
The Engineering Department's Little Blue IBM emulation card for the // family is one step closer to the
dealer's shelves. You'll remember TED as the company headed up by the Father of the Apple ///,
Wendell Sander. Latest reports (January's A+ Magazine) indicate Applied Engineering has signed an
agreement with TED to sell its Little Blue card this coming spring.
Dr. Sander has indicated he is very interested in adapting this card for the Apple /// and Sun Systems
Remarketing will probably be the vendor who sells it. Bob Cook at Sun says this is a "got to do" project
his company "will definately put together" and indicates that if what he calls "major cost hurdles" are
overcome as expected, you could see a /// version of this card by May. The product would include a
card, software and IBM compatible drive. And Cook says it will be a BETTER PRODUCT than the //
version because our machines are simply better and more programmable. Cost? Hard to say, but
indications are the // version will retail under $500.00.
And on another front, I'm told the Engineering Department is also looking at the development of a
controller card for the older-style 400k 3.5 disk drives originally offered with the Macintosh and Lisa.
The card would work in all // family computers and the /// and could cost as little as $99.00. It’s not
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clear if that would include the drive (which would make it a real bargain) or if it would be offered
separately. This reportedly came about because Apple, in switching over to the 800k Unidrives, has a
stack of 400ks sitting around gathering dust. You could possibly see this product by mid-1987.

Manuals from Apple
Ever wish you could purchase an Apple /// manual without having to buy the program? Well now you
can, to a point. Apple has announced all of its users can purchase any of their manuals and do it
through local dealers. All you need is the correct product code. Supplies are limited, however.
Here is a list of the Apple /// manuals available:
030-0662
030-0441
030-0442
030-0193
030-0143

Apple /// Plus Read Me First Manual
SOS Reference Manual Vol. 1
SOS Reference Manual Vol. 2
Apple /// Monitor Manual
SOS Driver Manual

WPL Revisited
In last month's column, I included a WPL program for Apple Writer /// that would allow you to catalog a
disk and then print it. Needless to say, our resident /// SIG WPL guru, Bart Cable improved it
tremendously and I have reprinted below. He also pointed out that my reference to the "Reverse
Backslash" might have confused some of you. It would have been better to say "Control Backslash."
p update 12/03/86
p Tom Ostertag
p Adapted by Dave Ottalini and Bart Cable WAP
begin
ny
pnd
pgo start
home
ppr# <--Here's the place you need to change the "#" to "CONTROL Backslash."
ppr=========================================================================
ppr
PRINT CATALOG TO MEMORY PROGRAM
ppr=========================================================================
ppr
prt
start
psr home
ppr This program will load the catalog into memory and then print it out.
ppr
pin
Drive to Catalog => =$A
OA$A#
p
p
p
choose1
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psr home
ppr Do you want to print a hard copy of
ppr the catalog? (Y/N)
ppr
pin => =$b
pcs/$b/Y/
pgo print
pcs/$b/y/
pgo print
pcs/$b/N/
pgo choose2
pcs/$b/n/
pgo choose2
pgo choose1
print
pnp
ny
choose2
ppr#
<--Here's another "#" to change to "CONTROL Backslash."
ppr Do you want to catalog another disk? (Y/N)
ppr
pin => $C
pcs/$C/Y/
pgo start
pcs/$C/y/
pgo start
pcs/C$/N/
pgo quit
pcs/C$/n/
pgo quit
pgo choose2
quit
pqt

Among other comments about the changes he made, Bart said "Notice that I moved the "print" section
to be right after the first question. Besides being closer to the lines that activate it, it leads right in to
"choose2" so the user can choose to catalog another disk even after printing the previous catalog. It
saves having to start the program all over again if more cataloging/printing is desired."
And as Bart also points out, WPL is a very flexible language that can do the same thing in many different
ways, as evidenced by both our efforts. Thanks to Bart for his improvements. Anyone else wishing to
contribute any WPL programs are welcome to contribute. We could ultimately put together a WPL PD
disk with them.

Finally
I'd like to remind all you /// EZ Pieces users that WAP offers an excellent tutorial on AppleWorks, the
sister program to /// EZP's. The next one is January 20th in the WAP office starting at 7:30 PM. If you
are using this great integrated program and want to learn more about it, sign up by filling out the form
in the back of the WAP Journal or calling the WAP office.
Since we now have an Apple /// available for /// SIG members in the WAP office, all you have to do is
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bring your /// EZP's boot and program disks along with an additional blank disk or two and you can take
part without any further problems (unless there are more than a couple of ///ers attending, in which
case you should bring your own machine). And since the two programs are essentially identical, you'll
have no trouble following along with the tutorial. The fee is $10.00.
And please remember as of January, we go back to our regular fourth Wednesday meeting day. Still
7:30 PM at the National Chamber of Commerce opposite the White House.
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman
February 1987

FIRST OFF
If you missed the December Garage Sale, you missed out on a great chance to buy some Apple ///
software and hardware. A number of your SIG members all threw in together to set up a sales area (it's
amazing what one can do with chairs these days) and managed to sell a number of software packages to
interested /// members.
These sales never seem to come soon enough, so write down on your calendar that the next one is the
fourth Saturday in July. Al Lambert and I were able to pick up /// ProFile controller cards for $25.00
each (to go along with the 5 Meg ProFiles I bought for $90.00 each at the recent Rasmus auction)! And
there was an excellent array of // software that will run under your regular 48k emulation mode too.
Unlike last July, there were no ///s for sale, but some of our SIG members managed to buy printers and
other peripherals at very good prices.

A NEW CO-CHAIRMAN
I'd like to announce that /// SIG member Tom Bartkiewicz has agreed to become a Co-Chairman of our
Special Interest Group. Tom is a Software Engineer with Engineering Research Associates in Vienna,
Virginia and a real Pascal Wiz. You may remember he did an article a few months back reviewing the
800k UniDrive for the /// and wrote a Pascal program designed to make use of Apollo Software's
MacStuff Intrinsic Unit (he has a review of that in the works too). It's great to have Tom on board and I
hope you'll all welcome him at our next /// SIG Meeting.
By the way, Tom comes in at a particularly good time, since my wife is expecting next month and our
hospital decided to hold birthing classes on Wednesday nights! I'm really looking forward to a new
Apple ///er coming into the world (but don't worry, there are no plans to name the baby Sara if it's a
girl!).

PHASE /// CONFERENCE UPDATE
The Third Apple Users Group (TAU) is starting to send out a little more information about the Phase ///
Conference you've been hearing about. The dates have now been set for October 1-3 1987 at the Hyatt
Regency Woodfield, about 15 minutes by bus from Chicago's O'Hare International Airport.
Seminars are being planned for Friday, Saturday and Sunday, with a limited attendance /// Forever
luncheon on Saturday and a "Big Banquet" with "major well-known speakers" set for Saturday night.
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There will be an exhibition room as well. Early registration with big discounts should have been
announced by the time you read this and I will pass that information along to you via the WAP TCS and
in the Journal. Room rates, however, are out and will be only $57.00 per night single or double. That is
an excellent price for a Chicago-area hotel.
Indications now are that the conference will include a wide range of topics with appeal to novice though
advanced users and people interested in all types of software. TAU says it has promises from almost all
of the well-known names in the /// community to attend and take an active part in the conference.
I am definitely planning to go and would be interested in working out some sort of arrangements with
other /// SIG members, either to fly as a group or drive if necessary. Let me know if you're interested.
There may never be another conference like this in the future, and the chance to meet and talk with
other members of the /// community from all over the country makes this a must-attend event.
If you'd like more information, write to:
Randall Jackson
Phase /// Conference Chairman
1511 North Bell
Chicago, Il. 60662

OUR NEWEST MEMBER
Is none other than Dr. Al Bloom, who heads up Institutional Research at Virginia Tech in Blacksburg,
Virginia. Dr. Bloom is well-known around the /// community, having written a number of articles over
the years as well as dabbling a bit as a programmer (his latest offering is a calendar program offered
though TAU, in fact).
In a recent letter, which I hope he won't mind me relating here, Dr. Bloom mentioned that his wife
Leslye, a //e computer graphics artist, actually helped him decide to join WAP. He says she has made
presentations to art teachers around the country, "showing them how to get the computer from the
math department and what to do with it even without much of a budget."
Best of all, Dr. Bloom has offered to provide the SIG with public domain software and perhaps an article
or two. I will also effort to get him for an upcoming program if the dates and times can be worked out.
Dr. Bloom and his wife are great additions to our SIG and to WAP and we welcome them.

OTHER CLUB NEWS
It seems the Apple THREE Group International Club, based in Norfolk Virginia has decided to continue
despite a poor year-end response to renewals. ATGI is run single-handedly by Joseph Dobrowolski and
features the largest, and least expensive, public domain library around. His newsletter, News and Views,
also strives to provide as much information as possible for the /// community. We have some of ATGI's
newsletters in the WAP library.
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And the Apple ThREE Users Group of Colorado recently sent the SIG a letter indicating it will no longer
be publishing a newsletter. Meetings will continue, but President Tom Glover says putting out the
newsletter was getting to be too much for one person to do.

MORE VENDORS
I wanted to mention another local vendor who holds liquidation sales of software and some hardware.
The Computer Place is located in the Potomac Valley Center in Gaithersburg. Manager Deh-Wei Tu
(Andy to his friends) has been holding sales on weekends the past few months (Ads in the Post
classifieds under Computers) and does have a decent selection of Apple /// software, as well as an
excellent selection of // and IBM programs. Some Mac software is also on the shelves. Many of the
programs I saw are brand new and offered at substantial savings. For more information you can call The
Computer Place at 301-330-6016.
I also want to mention that Andy was kind enough to lend me a huge Apple /// dealers manual (a three
ring binder full of information actually) so that I could copy if for the WAP Library. It should be available
for you to look at by the time you read this.
Finally, I wanted to give you the address of one other vendor who is offering Apple /// hardware at
decent prices. Pre-Owned Electronics advertised a 128K Apple /// and monitor for $599.00 in the latest
Computer Shopper. Their address is: P.O. Box 644, Lincoln MA. 01773. Phone Number is 617-891-6851.
I called and talked to "Charles" who said they have quite a lot of Apple /// hardware, including mother
boards, memory cards, analog cards for the outboard disk drive and power supplies. They don't have a
flyer you can write for. Best thing to do is call and see what's available.

THE ASKY ENVOY CARD
While reading the latest A+, I saw a short article about a new plug-in card for the // called the Envoy,
which allows you to read and write data from IBM compatible drives with your Apple. The card looks to
me like it will fit into our ///s as well since it is ProDos (and thus SOS) compatible and if so, is only a
driver away from becoming available to us.
This card is different from the soon-to-be-released Little Blue card in that Envoy will only read or write
to IBM disks and does not contain a co-processor to let your Apple think it's an IBM.
Ryda Stuart, a spokeswoman for ASKY says it will support up to 4 IBM disk drives, including 3 1/2 inch
and 5 1/4 inch, but that they need their own power supplies, since the Apple cannot provide power to
the card and drives as well. She also says ASKY will have a BBS available at the end of January to provide
information and answer customers’ questions.
I understand that WAP's own Leon Raesley has one of the cards and is currently working with it for an
upcoming review. Hopefully, we can work with him at some point to see if it will fit into the ///.
ASKY's new address, by the way is 770 Sycamore Dr., Milpitas, CA. 95035 and their phone number is
408-247-5742.
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AND MORE DONATIONS
My holiday project was setting up a /// system in Asheville, North Carolina for my wife's sister. I was
able to purchase an Apple /// with monitor, outboard disk drive and Apple DMP printer with software
for $550.00 from a ///er on CompuServe (proving you can get great deals if you are patient (and lucky),
since the day I ordered, the prices went down considerably.)
The system also came with a second printer, an Apple Silentype, which has been donated to WAP for
use with our Apple /// in the office. I was also able to purchase a 5 MB ProFile hard disk for the /// at
the Rasmus Auction, which I will donate to the club. But the machine does not currently operate and
will probably have to be sent to Sun Systems for some work. If we can get it up and running, we'll put a
lot of the software directly on the ProFile so that it can be used quickly and easily by all /// SIG members
who are interested.

###
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman
March 1987

There's lots to report on the Apple /// front this month, fellow ///ers so here we go:

/// EZ Pieces Upgrade
As you are aware, On Three has been working with the developer of the integrated program /// EZ
Pieces (AppleWorks to our // brethren) to upgrade the program to the current 2.0 version. /// EZ Pieces
has never been upgraded beyond its original 1.0 level and has more than its share of bugs.
The developer, Robert Lissner agreed to consider doing the upgrade if enough owners of the original
program (translation: you don't have an illegal copy) were willing to pay a $50.00 upgrade fee. On Three
got the message out over CompuServe and by mass mail. Thanks to Charlene Ryan, we also contacted
all members of the SIG, letting them know about the possible upgrade and to call On Three to place an
order.
As of February 12, I was told at least 1000 owners of the program have called. An excellent response
considering the mailing went out in late January. Lissner reportedly said he wanted 5000 orders for the
upgrade and given this initial response, there seems to be some optimism at On Three that the project
could go through. If you have not called, please do so. If you are interested in buying the new version
outright you can indicate that too. On Three's number is 800-443-8877.
I'll hopefully be able to tell you the final decision in next month's Journal. Lissner says it will take him
about three months to do the upgrade, giving our program all the capabilities of the 2.0 version of
AppleWorks. There is also an indication that Lissner would include code in new versions of AppleWorks
allowing it to work with either Apple // or /// computers! This is probably the last chance we will ever
have to get this upgrade, so please call if you have not done so already.

BUSINESS BASIC ON THE //GS
One more indication that the Apple /// continues to live is well-placed rumor that Apple has taken our
own Business Basic off the shelf to give it a make-over for use on the new //gs. An outside firm
reportedly has the source code and is in the process of making the conversion now.
According to Frank Moore of The /// Magazine, the primary reason Apple is going ahead with this
project is to give it a Basic language system it can own and control 100%. Microsoft apparently has
some rights to Applesoft. As you might imagine, the new version for the GS will be more powerful than
our latest 1.23 version (since it will be able to take advantage of the 16 bit chip the /// never got).
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But the good news is that except for specific assembler routines, many of the programs should work
directly on our machine. Additionally, many of the Business Basic programs that are already in existence
can be ported over to the GS without many difficulties. That should help Apple /// vendors still selling
Business Basic programs as well as get new ones going. Some of the Apple // magazines might even
start publishing BB programs. And if the Beagle Brothers get ahold of the language, watch out!
On another front, there are also reports the new gs Toolkit being developed for that machine's Pascal
1.3 system will have routines to emulate the Apple ///'s .Console driver. That should make the porting
of /// Pascal programs much easier, although porting over to the 16 bit environment with the Toolkit
could cause some problems.
Finally, an update on the ASKY Envoy card I mentioned last month. Its price will be $180.00 and that
includes a power cable for the IBM disk drive. They also plan to sell a card and drive combination for
$325.00 in the near future. And ASKY now has a BBS dedicated to users of the card. That number is 408943-1950 (300/1200 baud). We hope to have a card to testing the near future and will report back to
you on it at that point.

WELCOME BACK, TAYLOR!
Back at Apple, there's a "new" old face these days. Many long-time users of the /// will remember
Taylor Pohlman as the man who had to get the /// back into the marketplace after its early troubles. He
was the one who issued Apple /// buttons to everyone in sight that read "Let Me Reintroduce Myself."
His campaign was a success to the point that the /// became the sixth best-selling computer in the
country. But the effort (though no fault of his own) ultimately failed because Apple decided that wasn't
good enough to keep it going. Pohlman left to work elsewhere, but he is now back in the Marketing
Department at Apple, working on Business Development.
Some time ago I wrote to him, asking for permission to reprint his excellent series of articles on Business
Basic that were published in Softalk. It took him a while, but Pohlman has now told me we can place the
entire series into our Public Domain library. All the articles are on disk, making it an easy task to prepare
them for inclusion in the Disketeria. Any of you gs users interested in learning about the great Basic you
may soon be getting should take a look at some of these articles, all of which the WAP library has in its
collection of Softalk magazines.

APPLE //E UPGRADE
Notice the new Apple //e now comes with a built-in keypad like our ///? Apple continues to upgrade its
// line to the machine we've been using for years! All we need now is a platinum case!

APPLE /// WISH LIST
One of the panels being developed for the Phase /// Conference in Chicago October 2-4 is a discussion
about potential enhancements for our ///s. Chris Acreman, of Acreman Engineering in Austin, Texas is
heading up the effort. Specifically, he is looking for "Wish Lists" of what you would like to see for future
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enhancements to the ///. He is asking that the suggestions be limited to hardware or SOS and that the
requests be "performance specific." Acreman also wants to know what you'd be willing to pay for the
enhancement.
You can drop him a note on Compuserve by sending E-Mail to 72747,3060 or call and leave a note on
///'s Company at 804-747-8752 in Apple.III.Help/ Mail.Boxes/Row.4/Chris.Acreman. Or let me know and
I'll pass it along for you.

NEW PRODUCTS
New products for the Apple /// abound these days, as vendors continue efforts to offer products we can
all use. Daryl Anderson of D.A. Datasystems has already come out with a series of RAM drivers for users
of the Titan ///+// and ///+//e cards that optimizes the RAM disk feature. I can attest greatly to their
usefulness . Now, he has come out with programs designed to let /// users who have hard disks and
Catalyst or Selector call the Titan emulation directly from the menu and when finished in // mode get
back to the menu again. He does it with a special Interpreter file you install like any other. Daryl is
currently holding a contest to name these products, with his original name being "Bak-2-SOS".
And at Pair Software, the aforementioned Frank Moore plans to offer an XMODEM protocal
telecommunications program shortly, along with the long-promised alternative to the System
Configuration program. He has also introduced his own version of the 3.5" UniDisk driver, and now has
many new hardware offerings. Unfortunately, prices have had to be increased on most products as
well.
Just recently, Pair sent out its first separate product catalog, which ran to 19 pages. There are also plans
to start printing The /// Magazine with a laser printer (but not a LaserWriter) in the near future. On
Three started doing that with its January issue.
Speaking of On Three, they continue to announce new modules for DesktopManager and have lowered
the prices on some products, notable the 512k upgrade (which I am taking advantage of). Like Pair
Software, On Three is actively porting products over to the gs and says as new products are developed,
they will make them available to both machines. The Spelling Checker has run into some problems but
should be out soon.
There is also rumor of a new 512k board being introduced. Joe Dobrowolski of the Apple THREE Group
International says the board is now in prototype form and will be offered for $175.00! Dobrowolski says
in the February "News and Views" the new board will utilize 256k by 1 RAMs exclusively and will come
with installation instructions (thank goodness!). But he also says it will NOT come with patches to allow
programs like 3EZ Pieces to use the extra RAM! Unless someone bales the developer out on that one its
usefulness, even at the lower price, will be minimized.
I also hear that an Apple employee has indicated he would be willing to write a driver for the SCSI card
Apple is selling (it is believed it will fit into our machine). If that happens, we will have access to all the
new hard disks Apple and other vendors are coming out with, continuing the life and usefulness of our
machine.
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APPLE /// TO IBM
What's the best way to get information transferred from your Apple /// to an IBM clone? Chuck
Schrieber of the Apple Three Users of Northern California says one way is to do it by direct connection
and telecom programs (he uses Access /// and Procomm).
Make sure you use a modem eliminator cable to hook your /// (serial card or port) and the COMM 1
port on the IBM or clone. You must also make sure the settings of your telecom programs in both
machines are the same and everything else should be fairly simple. Schreiber says, however, that you
might need to make sure the LF and CR are not duplicated.

PHASE /// CONVENTION
Here's the latest on TAU's Phase /// Conference and Exposition. It's being billed as the "First major
gathering designed explicitly for the business and professional user of Apple Computers." As mentioned
earlier, it will be held Friday, October 2nd through Sunday, October 4th. It will include seminars,
workshops and even a limited attendance /// Forever Luncheon to honor the people who have made
major contributions to the continuing value of the Apple ///.
However, it should be noted the conference will NOT just be for Apple /// users. It includes the entire
Apple computer family. A Phase /// Exhibition is being planned for vendors to show off and sell their
wares. All attendees to the conference will have free access to the Exhibition as well.
Conference fees are now out and it includes an incentive to reserve a place early. The fee before April
15th is $225.00. Before July 1st is $275.00 and After July 1st it's $375.00. A separate Companion fee is
also being charged ($60/$60/$75). There is a $100.00 early-bird deposit that is non-refundable. Hotel is
the Hyatt Regency Woodfield in Schaumburg, Illinois. Rates: $57.00/night single or double. Both of your
/// SIG Chairmen are planning to attend at this point and we encourage all interested members to join
us.
To help, here is a registration form you can copy, fill out and send in:
PHASE ///, INC. C/O Randall Jackson-1511 N. Bell-Chicago, Il. 60622

NAME

__________________________________________

TITLE

__________________________________________

ORGANIZATION

__________________________________________

ADDRESS

__________________________________________

CITY/ST

______________________________ ZIP________

PHONE

(__)______-_________
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____Send hotel registration forms
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman
May 1987

We begin our column this month /// SIGers with the announcement of a new member of the Apple ///
community! Daniel Guy Ottalini came into the world at 1:59 pm on March 23rd to rave reviews from
Mom and Dad Ottalini and is now doing very well at home. No word yet on when he'll start trying out
his luck on the Ol' Apple /// though. Stay tuned.
A big thanks also to /// SIG Co-Chairman Tom Bartkiewicz who stepped in at last month's meeting after I
was unable to attend due to the arrival of our new member of the family.

/// EZ PIECES UPGRADE DIES
As many of you are aware by now, the attempt by On Three to generate enough interest in an upgrade
for /// EZ Pieces to the 2.0 version of AppleWorks failed. The basic reason was a lack of interest. As we
told you in past columns, the developer of both programs, Robert Lissner, agreed to do the upgrade.
But only if enough owners of /// EZPs would be willing to pay a $50.00 upgrade fee.
Unfortunately, Lissner wanted to see 5000 paying customers up front. On Three sent out a mailing to 22
THOUSAND Apple /// owners (of whom an estimated 10,000 own /// EZ Pieces), telling them about the
upgrade and asking owners to show their support by placing an order. Of all the letters sent out, On
Three only got 13 hundred responses. Quite a statement about the Apple /// community! I know our
own Charlene Ryan called every member of our SIG to let them know about the upgrade and urge that
they call On Three. I don't know how many actually did but to those who called, thank you for your
support.
So we are stuck with the 1.0 version of /// EZ Pieces. Despite its bugs, however, it remains one of the
best programs ever written for our machine and it will continue to provide useful work for many of us in
the years to come.
The company that owns the rights to /// EZ Pieces, by the way, Haba/Arrays appears to have gone
completely bellie-up. Their telephone number has been disconnected and there is no listing for them in
the greater Los Angeles area. I wonder if Robert Lissner will try to get the rights back for the program in
light of this. He reportedly hasn't been paid a royalty for /// EZPs in 18 months!

ON THREE NEWS
While we're talking about On Three, the Editor of the magazine, Lynne Denicola has left after a relatively
short tenure to take a position with another Southern California software producer. Her replacement is
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Paula Sheppard, who decided the warm climes of Ventura were much preferred to her former digs in
Wyoming.
On Three's President, Bob Consorti also told me recently that the Graphics Manager will soon be offered
to the Apple // and /// folks for the same price of $39.00. The $29.00 offer I mentioned last month was
what is called an "introductory price."
By the way, now is an excellent time to subscribe to On Three, the magazine. As I reported last month,
the subscription price has been cut in half, to $19.95. The offer ends April 30th.

MEETING QUE
Hard disk problems will be the focus of our May meeting. Bob Shaffer Jr. has agreed to bring his tools
and take a look at any sick Profiles or other hard disks you may have. Along the way, you'll learn a little
bit about what's involved with keeping these useful peripherals going. If you have a hard disk other than
a Profile and would like Bob to take a look at it during the meeting, please call me so that he will know
what's he's getting himself into. I have two Profiles lined up so far and given the constraints of time we
want to get a count of what might be coming.
Please also keep in mind that Bob will be taking a basic look at the machines with an idea toward
suggesting what might be wrong and how to go about getting the problems fixed. No effort will be
made to actually repair any hard disk brought in.

Other /// SIG News
This is also a good time to start thinking about the Garage Sale coming up next month. Start gathering
your programs, hardware and software, old books and magazines. There's almost always a buyer willing
to take SOMETHING off your hands. We had our own little Apple /// section last December and came
away with a fairly successful day. Watch the Journal for details, as the June sale will not be at USUS as in
previous years.
On the Public Domain front, I am happy to say that we have submitted another disk to the Disketeria
staff for inclusion in our library. Disk number 1006A/B is a word processing and WPL disk. It includes
the never-released version of AppleWriter, called Super AppleWriter with a host of WPL tutorial files.
We think it's one of our best disks yet, so watch the Journal for availability. We are also compiling a
separate disk of WPL programs and would invite SIG members to contribute programs to the effort.
Also on the horizon, another games disk, with programs put together by /// SIG member Jim Salerno.
This will be a self-booting disk that contains programs specifically designed for kids. It will also include
two versions of Kidword ///, a very basic word processing program for kids.
Another disk now in final testing is D3.Backup by /// SIG member Al Bloom. This is a neat program that
is an alternative to Backup /// and allows you to backup files as well as volumes. It will include the
source code for the program and complete, detailed instructions. Also on the drawing boards, more
disks containing nothing but information about the Apple ///. Watch The Trail for more updates...
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Jim Salerno also reports that he has tried out some of the CP/M and Pascal programs in the WAP library
on our /// at the office. Many of them apparently work without too many problems. With that in mind,
we'll try to put together a couple of "Best of" disks, adjusting whatever might be needed so the
programs work properly on our machine.

PHASE /// NEWS
Backing up a bit to Robert Lissner, I am told he will now be one of the main speakers at the upcoming
Phase /// Conference in Chicago this October. He will be the official Keynote Speaker and will be doing
one seminar as well. Another, "bigger name" speaker is "still to come" as they say for the Saturday night
banquet.
There's still plenty of time for you to sign up for the conference (it's cheaper to do it now rather than
later) and please keep in mind it's not just for /// folks (Lissner will probably be announcing a new Mac
product in fact)! See previous Trail articles for more information.
In a previous Trail article, I mentioned ///er Chris Acreman, as part of the "Future of the ///" panel
during the conference, was looking for input on what users wish their machine could do that it can't
now. If you'd like to make your thought's known, I have an actual address now: 13805 Windmill Circle,
Pflugerville, TX. 78660.

/// SIG TCS BOARD
There's been a little more action on our Telecommunications System Board the past month or so. For
those of you with a modem and $6.00 to burn (it's the sign-up fee) why not join us? Lee Raesly has
agreed to upload some files for us into the Data Library and we hope to include a number of interested
things for you to use. Call the WAP office for more information on becoming part of the TCS. Any ///
SIG member interested in becoming the Sysop of the board, please give me a call.

LAST MINUTE NOTES
Lotus Development will sell you a copy of Advanced Visicalc for $25.00 if you need to replace your old
disks (Ask for the Advanced version even if you need the original Visicalc replaced). No documentation,
but books are still available. Their address is: P.O. Box 9123; Cambridge, MA. 02139-0123.
The Apple Three Users of Northern California group has approached Joe Dobrowolski of Apple THREE
Group International about coordinating their PD offerings so they use the same numbers, descriptions,
etc. A great idea if I ever heard one.
AIM, the Association of Independent Microdealers has teamed up with DL Liquidators for its next
product catalog to be out soon. AIM has expanded its offerings tremendously since the early days of
Apple /// only products. Today it sells Macintosh, Apple //, IBM, Commodore/Vic 20 and Atari software
and hardware items at wht they say is 30% to 90% off list price. You can subscribe for twelve issues for
$25.00 or order a single issue for $3.00. AIM's address is: 3010 N. Sterling Ave.; Peoria, IL. 61604.
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If you need a top-rated Data Base Management program, Brock Software is offering a great deal on its
Keystroke Database and Report Generator. Purchased directly from Brock (in Apple /// native mode) the
programs are $150.00 total or $110.00 for the main program and $60.00 for the Report Generator.
That's less than half the going price (from Pair Software and others). They also have a Macintosh
version, but you'll have to check their prices for that. Service and support for the Apple /// version is
still available.
Brock's address is: P.O.Box 799; Crystal Lake, IL. 60014. Their phone number is: 815-459-4210.
And finally: Another vendor offering Apple /// sales and service: Omicron Electronics; 11240 Nine Mile
Rd.; Warren, MI. 48089. Their phone number is: (313) 757-8192. Their Ad says they have Apple ///
software in stock, provide custom software applications and are the exclusive distributors for Infotory,
an Inventory management program for the ///. Ask for Mike Tattan.
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman
June 1987

A Little Trouble Shooting
If your Apple /// ever starts acting strangely, one of the first things you will want to do is check the chips
on your ///'s motherboard. The chip problem is relatively easy to deal with. Take out all expansion
cards first, unplug the power cable, then turn your /// over with your keyboard facing you. Unscrew the
big cover plate, disconnect the cables carefully (power on right, keyboard, disk drive and speaker on
left)(all are unique and only plug in one place). Now turn the plate over with the motherboard on top.
GENTLY reseat all the chips back into their sockets (you'll hear them going back in) and you're done.
Now reverse the above steps (there are complete instructions on how to open your /// in the WAP ///
library).
But what if you do that and there are still problems? Another source of trouble is the power supply. It
could simply be wearing out and needs to be replaced. If that's the case, you can also replace the power
supply yourself. Sun Systems (800-821-3221) has replacements, as do some of the vendors I've
mentioned in previous Journals. Check out the Apple /// technical manual in the WAP library for full
details on how to do it (which I am told is pretty much taking the old one out and plugging the new one
in).
If you try to replace your original Apple /// power supply with a ///+ supply (which has a 50 watt rating
vs. 35 for the original) you may think you've run into some trouble, since the connectors are slightly
different. Not to worry! Steven Brineaux, a MAUGer on CompuServe has come up with the solution to
make the switch-over. Steve says "the connector on the ///+ supply has ONE LESS pin than the standard
/// supply -- but it doesn't present a problem -- you literally can ignore it and use the standard p/s
connector cable."
---------|+++++|--- <-- end where the cord attaches)
|
|
|
|
__________________________________
/
/
|
|
| + <------------------- transistor 'Q4'
| . <------------------- the 'extra' pin, DO NOT CONNECT IT
| #
|
| # <------------------- connector for p/s cable
| #
|
-------------------

And Brineaux says when you connect the cable to the connector, make sure that the cable's tail points
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TOWARD the motherboard.

Titan Card Problems
If your Titan /// + // or //e cards start acting up, /// SIG member Ed Gooding has this advice (again from
CompuServe):
Based on my own experience, when Mr. Titan starts getting contrary, completely remove the
cards, clean the contacts with alcohol (don't touch them with your fingers by the way), press
down on all the chips on the cards, press down on the blue jumper connector that connects to
your motherboard, and then reinstall it. Also, make sure that your joystick is firmly plugged in. It
might not hurt to use some Radio Shack color TV tuner cleaner on the two slots that the Titan
cards are in. R.S. also sells some super Q-tips that will help with this.
I will use this juncture to once again plug Ed's ///'s Company BBS in Richmond, Virginia (804-747-8752; 7
bits, full duplex, odd parity. 300/1200 baud). It's an excellent resource for all Apple ///ers and is well
worth the call (the BBS is free...).
I should also mention one of my latest projects on the PD front is developing a set of "Best Of" disks,
including one for MAUG from CompuServe. Edited so that only the information is available (CompuServe
rules don't allow names to be used), it will include topics ranging from Pascal to hardware helps. I have
also taken a PD disk with raw info from the old /// forum on The Source (which is available from other
Apple /// user groups) and edited it down to include only the relevant Apple /// information. I've also
gotten permission from the Third Apple Users group to do a "Best Of" disk from some of their early
newsletters, which will be shared with them too. All should find their way into the library within a
month or so.

File Compression
The /// Magazine's Frank Moore likes to dabble a bit in Business Basic on occasion and recently came up
with a program (take three for MAUG) that will compress a file stored on disk. Here's how he explains it:
The following program is very simple. All that is done is when a space is encountered the
following character is set to its high bit equivalent, i.e. ASC(value) + 128. This eliminates the
spaces in the newly written file. When translated, whenever a high bit character is encountered
a space and then the low bit equivalent of the character is printed.
Not much, but it does reduce the size of files up to about 20%.
10
20
25
26
30
40
50

REM
Data Compressor
REM
For Ascii files
REM
Remember to change "input.file" and "output.file"
REM
to the appropriate file names of your choice.
OPEN#1 AS INPUT,"input.file":OPEN#2 AS OUTPUT,"output.file"
ON EOF#1 CLOSE:END
GOSUB 200
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60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
200

IF char$=CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB 200:char$=CHR$(ASC(char$)+128)
PRINT#2;char$;
GOTO 50
REM
De-Compressor Routine
OPEN#1 AS INPUT;"output.file"
ON EOF#1 CLOSE:END
GOSUB 200
IF char$>CHR$(127) THEN PRINT" ";CHR$(ASC(char$)-128);:GOTO 120
PRINT char$;
GOTO 120
GET#1;char$:RETURN

/// SIGer Ed Gooding commented that the program would probably have trouble if there was more than
one space encountered in a row by the program, probably removing only every other space. In any case,
it does work, so give it a try if you think it might be of some use to you.

Sun Systems Sale
The latest flier from Sun Systems Recycling offers a tremendous savings on a number of products,
including the original Titan ///+// card and a wide variety of software. If you are not on their free
mailing list, be sure to call them at (801)-752-7631 and ask to be placed on it (this number is their help
line).

Communications Manager
On Three has finally released its Communications Manager program. And it's already drawing rave
reviews. The program comes on disk as a stand-alone program and as a Desktop Manager Module.
Here's how On Three's Bob Consorti describes it:
You can be in the middle of /// EZP or ANY other Apple /// programs and pop into The Desktop
Manager. From the TDM menu you can select the Communications Manager. From there, it's
just like Access ///, upload, download text files - and transfer files with the XMODEM or Binary II
protocols. They allow for error free transmission of files.
When you exit, you're back in the middle of your application - /// EZP or whatever. Your files on
the /// EZP desktop will remain untouched. The programs in the background never even know
that anything happened.
The Communications Manager comes complete with both a stand-alone interpreter and a
version that runs as an accessory under The Desktop Manager.
To run the Communications Manager from the background of /// EZP or other Apple ///
program, you will need The Desktop Manager. If you already have The Desktop Manager, the
Communications Manager will use NO MORE MEMORY.
The Desktop Manager will take one 32K bank of memory from the system for accessories and
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another 0-10K (depending on your driver configuration) for the driver which controls everything.
With TDM installed, the memory in /// EZP will go down between 32 & 42K. But each new
accessory you add will not take any more memory away from the system. When the user adds a
new accessory to TDM, it simply appears as a new item in the TDM menu. From the TDM menu,
the user selects the accessory they want and it is loaded from disk in a matter of a second or
two.
The Communications Manager is an Access /// look-alike, so it shouldn't be too difficult to make
the switch-over. For more information, you can call On Three at (800)-331-1418.

Apple /// FAN
In the February /// Magazine, author Steven Blythe describes a cooling system available for your /// that
is physically installed in the machine. It pulls air through a filter in the bottom of the power supply, right
under the keyboard and air flows over the expansion slots. Cost of installation and the fan is $139.95.
Contact Custom Computer Co. at (714)-786-3418 if you're interested in more information.
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman
July 1987

/// SIG MOVES
It's time for your /// SIG to move on...again. After spending about a year at the National Chamber of
Commerce, some renovation work there has forced us to seek a new meeting place. Just in time, our
own Washington Apple Pi office came to the rescue! So as of the June meeting, your /// SIG will now
meet the fourth Wednesday at 7:30 PM in Bethesda, at the WAP office (in the room where tutorials are
held and where our Apple /// is located.)
I want to publicly thank Ed Zier at the Chamber for his help and willingness to let our SIG meet there. It
proved to be an excellent location. But by meeting at the WAP office, we will have direct access to our
own Apple /// as well as the resources of the WAP. Why not join us?
As for the rest of the summer, /// SIGers, we will have a July meeting, but will take a rest in August.
We'll pick up again in the fall with a meeting in September. Any ideas for programs, or SIG members
willing to demonstrate a program, etc. are most welcome. Just give Tom or me a call.

HARDWARE NEEDS
Speaking of our Apple /// in the office, we could really use a second disk drive to improve its operation.
Anyone willing to make a donation? We are moving to get that Profile 5MB Hard disk operational (it is
still sick). We plan to send it to Sun Systems for a check-up (hopefully it will be there by the time you
read this!). Anyone know any sources for Seagate ST 506 5MB hard disk drives? I also wonder if the
analog card in a 5MB Profile will operate a 10MB Profile (using the 10MB Profile driver).
That leads me to another question. Can an IBM hard disk be made to work with an Apple (// and ///)? I
got a call recently from a WAP member looking into that possibility, since IBM hard disks are so much
cheaper than their Apple counterparts. It should be possible (in fact, this caller said he had talked to
someone who said they had done it but refused to say how because it was "a secret."). I should think
with the appropriate driver and interface, it would be something someone could make some money at.
Any comments or suggestions?

TIP OF THE MONTH
For those of you still trying to learn how to use your Apple ///, I can highly recommend a series of recent
articles in On Three for beginners. Richard and Lavona Rann have put together one of the best tutorials
I've seen in a long time. I hope they consider issuing it as one publication at some point.
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ON THE LANGUAGE FRONT
As I mentioned in a previous Trail article, Pair Software now has a new version of Forth called Go FORTH
available (the version number is 3.4). Both the SOS and ProDos versions are on the same disk, and can
be booted in either the Apple // or /// directly. I have received a review copy of the program and hope
to share my attempts to learn and use the program with you over time.
Pair's Frank Moore also has indicted he will be publishing a monthly FORTH newsletter for $12.00 a year
and has announced a FORTH programmers contest, with first prize of $1000.00. This is open to all
FORTH programmers, so if you'd like more information, contact Pair Software at 3201 Murchison Way,
Carmichael, CA. 95608.
By the way, there are a few FORTH PD disks in the WAP library, including a GO FORTH tutorial from 1983
which I hope to check out and report back to you on.
On another front, MAUGer Chris Acreman has now become the distributor of SOS-based PASCAL
programs from the USUS disk library. To receive the disks, you must join USUS for $35.00 per year. The
programs include games, software tools, utilities, communications packages, etc.
There is an application in the MUSUS Forum on CompuServe in DL1 if you are interested. Chris's ID
number on CompuServe is 72747,3060 if you want to contact him for more information.

THREEWORKS NOW AVAILABLE
The latest upgrade to the Apple /// Bibliography and Data Bases, now renamed ThreeWorks is out.
Included are three bibliographies comprising 1000+ articles about the Apple /// from 1980 to 1986.
There are also data bases on everything from Apple /// clubs, books, vendors and PD libraries to a
complete listing of Business Basic Keywords.
You can get it from the Third Apple Users Group or Apple THREE Group International. Pair Software and
Pacific Technology Systems in Rockville are also expected to carry ThreeWorks, which is in
AppleWorks/Three EZ Pieces format. 256K is recommended due to the size of some files.

TUTORIALS
Thanks to /// SIGer Ed Gooding's Three's Company BBS, I have downloaded some tutorials on such
subjects as replacing your Power Supply, upgrading to 256K, etc. and will place printed copies in the
WAP library as well as on the WAP TCS. I will provide a completel listing in a future Trail article. I also
hope to have a "Best of Three's Company" PD disk available sometime in the future.

THE PD LIBRARY
At the May meeting, I had a request to provide a listing of all our /// SIG PD disks now offered by WAP. I
am only too happy to comply with that request below. The disks have been selling well considering our
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small numbers (compared to WAP overall). The New Members Disk seems to be our top "seller" (it is
also sent out to new /// SIG members, which doesn't hurt!). But I would remind you that particular disk
can be used by "old" members too. It contains a tremendous amount of information valuable to anyone
trying to get the most out of their tottering old Apple ///. Hard to believe the first /// came off the
assembly line in 1980!!
THREE.SIG.1001A
Games Volume 1 : Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
System
28 SOS.DRIVER
*BASprg
24 CANIBAL.ISLAND
*BASprg
1 DAZZLE
*BASprg
11 FOOTBALL.GURU
*BASprg
19 FRIEND
*Text
3 HELLO.TEXT
*BASprg
1 HELLO
*BASdat
13 MEDLEY
*BASprg
7 MENU.MAKER
*BASprg
6 PIANO.PLINKER
*Pascod
7 REQUEST.INV
*System
52 SOS.INTERP
*System
44 SOS.KERNAL
*BASprg
28 TRUCKER
*BASprg
7 WORD.PUZZLE
*BASprg
1 TEXT.DUMP
THREE.SIG.1001B
Games Volume 2 : Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
*BASprg
3 AUDIO.DEMO
*BASprg
1 AUDIO.DEMO2
*Text
1 AUDIO.TEXT
*Pascod
21 BGRAF.INV
*BASprg
9 BIORHYTHM
*BASprg
15 CAL.COUNTER
*BASprg
14 CIVIL.WAR
*BASprg
4 CODEBREAKER
*BASprg
14 GOLF
*BASprg
1 HELLO
*Text
3 HELLO.TEXT
*BASprg
8 KNITTING.TOOL
*BASprg
8 LIFE
*BASprg
7 MENU.MAKER
*BASprg
7 PERPETUAL.CAL
System
28 SOS.DRIVER
*System
52 SOS.INTERP
*System
44 SOS.KERNEL
*BASprg
32 SURVIVAL
THREE.SIG.1002
Basic Utilities Volume 1 : Self-Booting
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Type
Blocks Name
*BASprg
1 ASCII.LISTER.
*BASprg
1 ASCII.LISTER.2
*BASprg
10 AUTOMENU
*BASprg
3 BASIC.BOOTPROG
*BASprg
5 CATALOG.RUN
*Text
1 COMPARE.DOCUMNT
*BASprg
6 COMPARE.UTILITY
*Text
1 EPSON.DOCUMENT
*BASprg
11 EPSON.SELECT
*BASprg
8 FILE.READER
*Text
3 HELLO.TEXT
*BASprg
1 HELLO
*BASprg
3 HEX.DEC.CONVERT
*BASprg
18 MAILBASE
*BASprg
5 MANUALMENU
*BASprg
7 MENU.MAKER
*BASprg
6 MORTGAGE
*Pascod
4 READCRT.INV
*Pascod
4 RESTART.CODE
*BASprg
3 SCROLLER
*Text
1 SEARCH.DOCUMENT
*BASprg
10 SEARCH.UTILITY
System
17 SOS.DRIVER
*System
52 SOS.INTERP
*System
44 SOS.KERNEL
*BASprg
1 SOSBUFFER.DEMO
*BASprg
7 TEXTFILE.COPY
*BASprg
10 TEXTFILE.DUMP
*BASprg
3 TEXTFILEMAKER
*Pascod
4 UPSHIFT.INV
THREE.SIG.1003
Basic Utilities Volume 2 : Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
*BASprg
6 BASIC.RENUMBER
*BASprg
4 CALCULATE.AREA
*Text
1 CIPHER.DOCUMENT
*BASprg
14 CIPHER.UTILITY
*BASprg
4 DISKDRV.CLEAN
*Pascod
5 FILETYPE.INV
*BASprg
1 HELLO
*Text
3 HELLO.TEXT
*BASprg
4 HEX.ASCII.DUMP
*BASprg
22 LOAN.PAY.CALC
*BASprg
7 MENU.MAKER
*BASprg
7 REM.REMOVER
*BASprg
11 RENAME.DIRECT.
*BASprg
11 RENAME.DIRECT
*BASprg
11 RENUMBER.DOC
*Pascod
15 RENUMBER.INV
*Pascod
7 REQUEST.INV
*BASprg
7 S.T.E.P.
System
17 SOS.DRIVER
*System
52 SOS.INTERP
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*System
*BASprg
*BASprg
*BASprg

44
7
11
1

SOS.KERNEL
TEXT.FILE.SCRLL
FIND.REPLACE
LINE.PRINTER

THREE.SIG.1004A
System Utilities : Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
*System
44 SOS.KERNEL
System
24 SOS.DRIVER
*System
28 SOS.INTERP
*Pascod
49 SYSTEM.PASCAL
*Pasdta
1 SYSTEM.MISCINFO
*Pascod
121 SYSTEM.STARTUP
THREE.SIG.1004B
System Data and Drivers : Not Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
*Pascod
14 CONSOLE.DRIVER
*Pascod
8 RS232.DRIVER
*Pascod
5 SERPRINT.DRIVER
*Pascod
5 AUDIO.DRIVER
*Pascod
14 GRAFIX.DRIVER
*Pascod
6 FMTDX.DRIVER
*Pascod
9 PROFILE.DRIVER
*Pascod
6 PARPRINT.DRIVER
*Direct
1 KEYBOARD.LAYOUT
*Direct
1 CHARACTER.SETS
*Direct
1 SITYPE.DRIVER
*System
9 SERCRD.DRIVER
Text
4 READ.ME
*System
7 MTEK.DRIVER
*System
10 PROFILE10MEG
*System
9 LASERJET.DRIVER
THREE.SIG.1005A
New Members Disk : Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
*Direct
1 A3.HELPS1
*Text
50 A3.INFORMATION
*Direct
1 A3.QUESTIONS1
*BASprg
1 HELLO
*Text
3 HELLO.TEXT
*BASprg
8 MENU.MAKER
*Text
4 READ.ME.FIRST
System
49 SOS.DRIVER
*System
52 SOS.INTERP
*System
44 SOS.KERNEL
THREE.SIG.1005B
New Members Disk : Not Self-Booting
Type

Blocks Name
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*Direct
*Text
*Text
*Direct
*Text
*Text
*Text
*Text
*Text
*Text
*Text
*BASprg
*Text
*Text
*Direct
*BASprg
*Text
*Text
*Text
*Text

1
8
3
1
11
6
15
26
7
1
18
8
41
4
1
3
7
8
16
6

A3.HELPS2
A3.NUTSHELL
A3.POEM
A3.QUESTIONS2
APPLE.SOFTWARE
APPLE3.DOCTOR
BASIC.ARTICLES
CABLES
COLOR.MONITOR
CPYRIGHT.NOTICE
DRIVER.CONFIG
MENU.MAKER
SOFTWARE.HELPS
SOS.DRIVER.NOTE
TEMPLATES
TEXT.DUMP
THE.APPLE3
UPGRADING.SOS
WAP.BIBLIO
EZP.TIPS

THREE.SIG.1006A
Word Processing and WPL : Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
*Text
4 AW3.0
*Text
19 AW3.1
*Text
20 AW3.2
*Text
15 AW3.3
*Text
12 AW3.4
*Text
17 AW3.5
*Text
1 GLOS.KEYPAD
*Text
4 HELLO
*Text
3 HELLO.2
*Text
1 HELLO.3
*Text
3 HELP
*Direct
4 HS
*Text
5 MENU
System
34 SOS.DRIVER
*System
31 SOS.INTERP
*System
44 SOS.KERNEL
*Pasdta
3 STANDARD.CHR
*Text
2 STARTUP
*Binary
1 SYS.PRT
*Binary
1 SYS.TAB
*Text
3 TUTORIAL
THREE.SIG.1006B
Word Processing and WPL : Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
*System
44 SOS.KERNEL
*Pasdta
46 SYSTEM.LIBRARY
Pasdta
37 SOS.DRIVER
*Pascod
9 MLMTRAN.CODE
*Pasdta
34 SOS.INTERP
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*Pasdta
*Pasdta
*Pascod
*Pasdta
*Pasdta
*Pasdta
*Pasdta
*Text
*Text
*Text

1
51
18
3
3
3
3
1
11
7

SYSTEM.MISCINFO
SYSTEM.PASCAL
SYSTEM.STARTUP
GOTHIC.CHR
SLANT.CHR
INVERSE.CHR
STOP.CHR
START
AW.ARTICLES
WPL.ARTICLES

Finally, the following two disks are coming to your /// SIG soon. The first is a series of games for kids,
submitted by Jim Salerno. It also includes two versions of a kid-based word processing program your
Co-Chairman enhanced from an original Apple // program.
The second disk was submitted by /// SIGer Al Bloom and was discussed in an earlier Trail article. When
it is officially available, we will publish a tutorial written by Dr. Bloom.
THREE.SIG.1007A
Education and Kids Games : Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
*BASprg
9 ADD
*BASprg
5 ARITH.DRILL
*Pascod
21 BGRAF.INV
*BASprg
10 CONNECT.4
*BASprg
6 DEPTH.CHARGE
*Text
7 DISK.NOTES
*BASprg
6 GUESSING.GAME
*BASprg
13 HANGMAN
*Text
3 HELLO.TEXT
*BASprg
1 HELLO
*BASprg
3 KIDWORD.1.0
System
27 SOS.DRIVER
*BASprg
7 MENU.MAKER
*BASprg
14 PEG.GAME2
*BASprg
18 PEG.GAME
*Pascod
7 REQUEST.INV
*BASprg
5 KIDWORD.3.5
*System
52 SOS.INTERP
*System
44 SOS.KERNEL
*BASprg
1 RUN.OTHER.SIDE
*Pascod
4 READCRT.INV
THREE.SIG.1007B
Education and Kids Games : Not Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
*Pascod
21 BGRAF.INV
*BASprg
8 CANADA.QUIZ
*BASprg
18 GRAPH.SKETCHER
*Text
3 HELLO.TEXT
*BASprg
1 HELLO
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*BASprg
*BASprg
*BASprg
*BASprg
*BASprg
*Pascod
System
*System
*System
*BASprg
*BASprg
*BASprg
*BASprg

9
7
8
18
14
7
28
52
44
9
11
11
1

MD.QUIZ
MENU.MAKER
NJ.QUIZ
PRESIDENT.QUIZ
PRESIDENTS
REQUEST.INV
SOS.DRIVER
SOS.INTERP
SOS.KERNEL
STATE.CAPITALS
US.QUIZ
WV.QUIZ
RUN.OTHER.SIDE

THREE.SIG.1008A
D3 Backup : Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
System
19 SOS.DRIVER
System
44 SOS.KERNEL
Pasdta
35 SOS.INTERP
Pasdta
1 SYSTEM.MISCINFO
Pasdta
51 SYSTEM.PASCAL
Pasdta
47 SYSTEM.STAR.LIB
Pascod
31 SYSTEM.STARTUP
THREE.SIG.1008B
D3 Backup Documentation : Not Self-Booting
Type
Blocks Name
Pastxt
67 D3BACKUP.TEXT
Text
48 D3BACKUP.DOC
Text
36 D3BACKUP.AW3
Text
3 READ.ME.FIRST
Unknwn
44 D3BACKUP.3EZP

###
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman
September 1987

Richard Rowell
First off, /// SIGers, I wanted to add my voice to those who will miss WAP member Richard Rowell, who
died last July. Richard was a soft-spoken person who always had time to help others. I will remember
him as someone who did not consider the Apple /// as a "dead" machine. He used our machine in the
office with 3 EZ Pieces during his AppleWorks tutorials. And he readily added the program to his
advertising for the templates his Pacific Technology Systems sold.
Richard's expertise will be sorely missed in our user group. But beyond that, his easy-going manner and
willingness to share with others will be missed even more. A Richard Rowell Memorial Fund has been set
up and is being administered by WAP member Harvey Kaye. Any /// SIGer willing to contribute may do
so by sending a check to the WAP office and made out to The Richard Rowell Memorial Fund.

Sun Systems News
Lots of news this month /// SIGers from Bob Cook, the President of Sun Systems Recycling in Logan,
Utah.


Sun has about 1200 Apple ///s still in stock at the present time. Cook says an offer, set to begin
in September, will allow any Apple /// owner with a sick machine to turn it in for a
reconditioned /// at a flat price of $349.00! It would come with a one year warranty. The sick
///s would then be reconditioned for resale.



Sun is running low on Profiles for the ///, so they are currently redesigning the ROM chip used
for their Lisa 10 and 20 MB hard drives. Once that is completed (probably by the time you read
this), you will be able to use those same hard disks on your /// with the controller card and
driver you are already using! Cook says they've had excellent reliability with their hard disks so
far and would expect the same for those converted for use with the Apple ///. Look for the 20
MB to cost about $899.00.



Apple's attorneys have apparently (and finally) said YES to the release of the source code for
SOS and various Apple /// drivers. However, nothing is down on paper yet. I have reported to
you in the past about this, but Cook says this time things are looking good. The big question is
what, if any restrictions Apple will put on Sun for using the SOS source code; that is, can
registered developers get their hands on it, or will Sun be required to let it go no further than
their front door. If released, an upgrade for the operating system could certainly be a possibility
(On Three has indicated they would like to do that) and with the new 65C802 chips now selling
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for about $20.00, a reasonable upgrade path to a "SOS 16" might be possible. Bob says he
hopes to be able to make an announcement about this in Chicago during the Phase ///
Conference.


Despite the recent success of Sun's clearance sale, their inventory of some Apple /// products
(like Apple Writer, Apple Speller, Business Basic, Pascal, CP/M cards, etc.) is still very high. So,
look for another sale, possibly tied in with the purchase of a product. Cook says prices will
probably be no higher than $29.00 or so but could be lower depending on what is involved. By
the way, during their last promotion, all ///+// cards were sold out, along with Apple /// carrying
cases, and PFS File and Report. All their Apple DMP and Silentypes are also gone.



Sun is doing more Apple /// service than ever before. Business overall is 60 percent ahead of the
same time last year. This is good news for us /// folks since it means we will be able to continue
getting service for a long time.



Cook says that he had to drop plans to produce a disk controller card for those 400k Mac drives
because he sold out of them! All 2000 on hand are now gone and they are hard to get ahold of.



For you Lisa/Mac XL owners out there, Cook says he has 7000 on hand at the present time and
sells about 6-8 every day. Many folks calling about the machine are considering it for their first
computer.



Finally, Cook says he wants to expand the company so that it doesn't rely entirely on Apple for
its recycled products. He is planning to buy any used Apple computer from anyone interested,
recondition it and resell it. That could also expand to other Apple products as well.

Meeting Que
Our September meeting in the WAP office will deal with backing up the files you have on your hard disk,
3.5" or 5 1/4" floppies. We'll take a look at Backup ///, as well as D3 Backup, a PD offering soon to be in
the PD library thanks to /// SIG member Dr. Al Bloom. Backing up information is critical for anyone who
is interested in staying in business or insuring that valuable data is available. We'll answer questions and
give demos of both programs.
For October, we'll be discussing telecommunications. What programs are available, how to use them
and access the WAP TCS, CompuServe, Three's Company and other BBS's, will all be discussed.

And Finally
Thanks to the WAP Board, we now have a second disk drive for our Apple /// in the office! And
hopefully, by the time you read this, our Profile hard disk will be back from Sun Systems and running as
well. I'd also like to mention that /// SIG member Jim Salerno has put together a special "Boot Disk" for
use in the ///. It contains a number of useful utilities, including a copy of our Menu.Maker program so
that you can run any other Basic program you might want to try out. We will also include a version of
that in our PD library.
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman
October 1987

Well /// SIGers, it never seemed like we'd get this far, but Phase /// is finally here! Both your CoChairmen will be in Chicago (along with some other /// SIG members) October 2nd through the 4th for
this truly historic event. I call it "historic" because it may be the first, and last time the Apple ///
community actually is involved with a major computer conference (this one specifically billed for
business users).
It was a real uphill struggle for those who took on the job of making this conference work. By "those" I
mean the members of the Third Apple Users Group in Chicago. It seemed to be an impossible task when
all this first got started more than a year ago, but it would appear they've managed to pull it off (even
winning support from Apple!). As you might understand, some changes had to be made to make it a
viable gathering. Primarily, Phase /// was expanded beyond the Apple /// to include the MAC and GS,
and the list of speakers reflects that.
Who will they be? Robert Lissner of AppleWorks and /// EZ Pieces fame is the Keynote Speaker. Taylor
Pohlman (now back at Apple) who was at one time intimately involved in the ///'s marketing; Apple
Fellow Bill Atkinson of HyperCard fame; Rob Turner, also now at Apple, who was instrumental in the
design of the DeskTop Manager and others. It's an excellent lineup that will complement the many
seminars and other events planned, including an "Apple /// Forever" Banquet. All the major Apple ///
vendors will be attending and say they'll be making some major announcements.
I hope to have a complete wrap-up for you in the next WAP Journal and will also give a run-down at the
October /// SIG meeting.

ADDITIONS
There are some major SIG announcements this month which I think you'll be excited about. First, we
have added a new tutorial for the /// to the WAP library! It's the FlipTrack Learning series on cassette
which you'll be able to check out of the WAP office (check with the office to see how to do that).
FlipTrack Learning System's "How to Operate The Apple ///" consists of four cassettes, an Operator's
Guide and a program disk. We'll put a copy in the library so that any /// SIGer who needs to learn the
basics can, in a convenient and easy manner. This will complement the video tape tutorial already
available to members.
Secondly, I am very pleased to announce that our Profile Hard Disk is back from Sun Systems and should
be integrated with our /// in the office by the time you read this. Once again, Sun has come through for
us by providing some timely help in getting the Profile working properly.
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The disk will be set up so that a number of different programs are available, as well as the tutorials for
such programs as Apple Writer 2.0, Apple File, Mail List Manager and others. Our machine can also run
CP/M by the way, so it will truely be a flexible learning tool while giving us the ability to demonstrate a
much wider range of programs at our SIG meetings. Now, anyone care to donate a Titan ///+// card?

NEW DISKS!
Another announcement! Your /// SIG has added FOUR new disks to the PD library, bringing our total to
ten. We are still a long way behind Apple THREE Group international's 160+ disks, but we think ours are
in many ways unique from other offerings and provide members with an excellent value for the $5.00
cost (I won't tell you the number of hours it takes to put these things together!!)
All these new disks, by the way include a new, enhanced version of our Menu.Maker program I think
you'll really enjoy using.
The Disks include:
/THREE.SIG.1007 GAMES FOR KIDS (TWO SIDES)
This disk, developed primarily by /// SIG member Jim Saleno, is designed for use by children, or the
young at heart. Not quite as flashy as the ProDos Preschool Gameroom disk (812), this is a collection of
Basic games and learning programs that should provide a lot of fun. Included are games like Hangman
and Depth Charge, as well as quiz programs about the presidents and states. There are also two basic
word processing programs enhanced by your's truly.

/THREE.SIG.1008 THE BEST OF MAUG (TWO SIDES)
The Best of MAUG has been in the works for a long time and includes a lot of good, basic information on
the Apple /// and various programs and peripherals. It's the first in a series of "Best Of" disks we'll be
offering (as you'll see below). The files on this disk have been edited down to include only the
information, to comply with CompuServe requirements (no names, etc.).

/THREE.SIG.1009 THE BEST OF THE SOURCE (TWO SIDES)
The Best of the Source is a disk that's been in the public domain for a while. The difference here is that
we've gone through and removed much of the extraneous material and updated where it seemed
appropriate. As with the other PD disks, this one is self-booting on side one and has a program that will
help you print a particular file. There's a surprise with the Run.Other.Side program on side two. As a
bonus, we've included an ASCII file listing public domain Apple /// software. You can use /// EZ Pieces or
Quickfile to turn it into a data base if you are so inclined.
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/THREE.SIG 1010 THE BEST OF TAU (TWO SIDES)
The Best of TAU is another disk long-in-the-making. It includes articles, reviews and editorials from early
editions of TAUTALES, the newsletter of the Third Apple User's Group. We'll be giving a copy of this to
TAU as well, to say thank you. A bonus on side two is not only information about TAU, but listings of the
PD library they have to offer, including descriptions.

And still in the works: Disks from ///'s Company, the Apple Three Users of Northern California and more
MAUG disks, as well as that promised D3 Backup program from /// SIGer Al Bloom. I should also
mention we've updated disk 1004, System Utilities and Data to version 1.2b.

ON THREE NEWS
On Three's recent advertisements have been exhorting /// users to send in orders or perhaps face a loss
of support. That's a little disheartening, but given the state of the /// these days, I guess it's not
surprising.
(A side-note here: Frank Moore of The Three Magazine seems to have disappeared lately and some
///ers are getting a little restless, since his magazine was last published in February. Rumor has it he's
working on some /// products. We hope to have an update next month).
I talked with On Three's Bob Consorti in August and he indicated they are going full steam ahead to
develop products for the //GS, including a version of the Desktop Manager. Graphics Manager is already
available for the // folks and I wouldn't be surprised to see Draw On pop up too.
The Spelling Checker for /// EZ Pieces is also in that mix (for AppleWorks). On Three has told the ///
community if it wants a version, it must be ordered now, with payment by credit card when the program
becomes available. Consorti told me that there hasn't been that much interest (about 100 orders),
saying "If the Spelling Checker was going to be developed only for the /// it would never be done." I
think this is an important product that we need and have gone ahead and put my name on the line.
Bob says he'll need another three months or so to finish the program for the GS and will come out with
a /// version afterwards (February or so). Also in the works for the GS: A version of Sandman and a
games disk (with Mel Astrahan's pinball game and others).

FINI
That's all this month. On to Chicago and Phase ///!
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman
November 1987

PHASE ///
After waiting so long for Phase ///, it's now hard to believe the conference is actually over! It was a
wonderful experience to finally meet many of the people your /// SIG Co-Chairman has been talking to
for these past few years. It was disappointing, however, that more /// people did not show up. In fact,
I was told that the attitude of some on the West Coast was "Why Come?" Well, the fact is the
conference was excellent and well worth the effort and money spent to get there. Lavona and Richard
Rann, Randall Jackson, and all the other TAU folks who put this conference together deserve a great deal
of thanks from the entire /// community. Financially, this event ended up in the red. But it was well
organized and came off with few problems.

HIGHLIGHTS AND LOWLIGHTS
Among the highlights: Former Apple Sales Manager Don Williams (now President of Productivity
Software) provided not one but two glimpses into the history of the Apple /// and /// EZ Pieces; Taylor
Pohlman discussed Apple Business Basic and its new, more powerful cousin, GS Basic (more on that
below); Sessions on the future of Apple /// hardware and software; and finally, the demonstrations by
Bill Atkinson of HyperCard that literally blew everyone away and made us all want to buy MAC //s!
The lowlight of the conference: The no-show of The /// Magazine's Frank Moore. He had reserved a
booth and agreed to be a speaker but never bothered to contact anyone when he apparently decided
not to come. Rumor had it he was in Florida putting together a network of IBMs! Needless to say, his
standing in the /// Community has hit rock bottom with many (this only added to the problems, since his
magazine has not published since February).
The bottom line for the /// was simply this (and best described by On Three's Bob Consorti): The Apple
/// is still an excellent machine that can continue to do a number of things well. It does not have the
glitz of the GS or MAC, but so long as it can continue to do the work you need to have done, it will
remain a useful computer. But as WAP's (and ///'s Company BBS GURU) Ed Gooding added, the ability
of vendors to support the /// is dwindling and it is becoming more and more incumbent on the ///
community, and more specifically each /// owner, to provide his or her own support (including writing
your own programs). That's why your /// SIG and other /// groups are becoming more, not less
important to users, especially new ones who are inheriting their ///s from relatives or businesses
moving on to newer technologies.
Sun System's Bob Cook announced he has in hand now a letter from Apple, letting him search for any
information about the /// that he might be interested to find. That includes (as I understand it) the
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source code to SOS, etc. What he might do with it after that was not clear. Cook also donated a BBS
program, Infonet, into the public domain. It may be used as a starting point by some ///ers trying to put
together a Pascal BBS that can help tie together Apple ///ers around the nation. On Three's Bob
Consorti also agreed to provide his mailing list to /// groups, to help improve communications among
users.
I'm proud to say your /// SIG Co-Chairman also won an award for his series of bibliographies and data
bases called ThreeWorks. Other award winners at the "/// Forever" luncheon were Ed Gooding, ///'s
Company BBS; Bob Consorti, On Three, Bob Cook, Sun Systems; Rob Turner, Apple (and formerly of On
Three) and Taylor Pohlman, Apple.
Apple, by the way, was one of the exhibitors at the conference, as was On Three and Sun Systems. Bob
Consorti and Tim Harrington (of On Three) demonstrated a number of /// products (even Dr. Mel
Astrahan was showing his Draw On program as only the developer can.) That included the new GS
version of Desktop Manager and Graphics Manager. Both work essentially the same as the /// version
but have a nicer look about them. Bob Cook brought a whole contingent with him from Logan, Utah and
was showing off his Lisa Professional line, as well as offering a number of /// specials for the conference.
I'll provide you with additional information from the conference over the next few months. I managed
to record many of the sessions on audio tape and will make a copy available at the WAP office for those
interested in listening.

The New GS Basic
The new GS Basic is an implementation of the Apple /// Business Basic that (surprisingly enough!) works
on the GS. Apple's Taylor Pohlman, who was intimately involved in developing Business Basic also
worked on the GS version. It is powerful! Taylor demonstrated a version of the GS demo program that
was written entirely in GS Basic and you could not tell the difference. It retains everything we are
familiar with in Business Basic, including invokable assembly language modules. It also allows the user
to designate devices by number (such as ".d1") rather than volume or slot/drive designations (you ][
folks will get spoiled not having to designate slot,disk or volume names anymore.)
GS Basic essentially contains everything we originally wished for in Business Basic and much, much
more! It has direct access to the GS's Quickdraw routines, its own powerful editor and it follows Apple's
SANE numerics standards as well. For /// users and vendors, it provides an excellent upgrade path.
Developers of /// Basic programs should have few problems porting them over to the GS, and in fact,
many programs already out there for the /// should, with only a few changes, be directly portable to the
GS. That means many of the Basic programs in our WAP /// SIG library can provide an excellent
beginning for those GS folks wishing to learn this new Basic language.
Pohlman says it's not been determined if Apple will distribute GS Basic or not at this point. It is being
distributed by APDA for $50.00. One more version will be distributed through them before Apple has to
make a final decision. But overall, I'd say GS Basic is a real winner. It is the loving work of folks who
continue to make the power of the /// live on elsewhere.
Pohlman, by the way, did donate his Softalk articles on /// Business Basic into the WAP and TAU public
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domain. That includes the programs as well.

HYPERCARD
I know, it may seem heretical for a /// person to be talking about a MAC program, but Bill Atkinson's
demonstration of this powerful tool at Phase /// was a real treat. Hopefully, you will have had a chance
to see what it can do at the special WAP HyperCard demo held earlier this month.
Atkinson came to Chicago after a seven nation tour and was very gracious to show off the program not
once, but twice to Phase /// attendees. He was asked after the initial demonstration how he came to
develop HyperCard. He said that when he had completed his last programming project, he sat back and
thought about what future computers would be like; fantasizing about a "dream machine" that could be
developed if money and time were no object. After culling out all the things currently technologically
impossible, HyperCard was what was left!!
It's hard to describe, but I'd call the program a powerful data base that is much more than a data base.
It can combine graphics, text and "buttons" (which are icons that let you do things like dial a phone) and
link them together in various ways. You build "stacks" of information one "card" at a time, and the
stacks can be saved like any other file.
Apple is bundling this thing with all new MAC SE's and //s and selling it to current owners basically at
cost ($50.00 from dealers, of which $26.00 goes to Apple). Apple is reportedly looking into a GS version
as well. But for many MAC users, this could be the only program they will ever really need. And Apple is
basically giving it away! No wonder other MAC vendors are upset!

MEETING QUE
Please note that because our December meeting would fall on Christmas Eve, we will meet one week
earlier, on the 16th. Time and Location remain the same. We will have a graphics demonstration with
On Three's Graphics Manager and a new WAP PD offering, Sketchpad ///, a little sister to Draw On
written by Apple's Richard Williams. We have also finally added D3.Backup by Dr. Al Bloom and an
accompanying article in the Journal this month describes the program and how to use it.
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman
December 1987

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
Well... another year has come and gone. I don't know about you, but the older one gets, the quicker
each year seems to fly by. With a new baby in tow this time around, that feeling has really hit your ///
SIG Co-Chairman. I must admit that the time I was able to spend on this venture in 1987 was
considerably reduced than in the past couple of years. But I still think we can point to a number of
accomplishments for 1987 and look forward to the upcoming leap year with a little extra "quickness" in
our step.

ON THE HARDWARE FRONT
We have added two more Apple ///'s to our SIG's inventory, including a ///+. Both 256K machines were
donated by Future View, a Video Rental and Production company headed up by David Hanrahan. Our
thanks also go to Tommy Thompson of Science Applications International Corporation for arranging the
donation. We plan to keep the ///+ in the office and will hold the second Apple /// in reserve, for the
use of any SIG member who has a machine go down. This way, if you have a problem, you can continue
working while getting your own machine fixed. Many thanks, by the way to /// SIGer Jim Salerno, who
went over our new ///+ to make sure it was working properly!
That ///+ will be hooked up to our Profile in the office as a stand-alone unit for use by SIG members and
for WAP tutorials. Paul Koskos is currently conducting the AppleWorks tutorials, and I have provided
him with a copy of 3EZPs for use in the ///+ (the program will also be installed on the Profile). The
original Apple /// donated to WAP by Apple (through Sun Remarketing) will become part of the abuilding Corvus network being put together in the WAP tutorial room by the Telecom SIG folks. The
network will include our ///, an IBM, //GS, //+ and MAC as I understand it.
Also this year, the WAP Board as you know authorized the purchase of an outboard disk drive, which is
currently in operation. We are still looking for the donation of a ///+// card and a joystick. We'd also
love to get a //e mouse for our /// as well.

ON THE SOFTWARE FRONT
Our Public Domain library has more than doubled in size this past year. We started out with five disks
and at this reading offer 12 disks. The latest is our Sketchpad and Slideshow disk which I discussed last
month. Disk 1013 is already finished and will be available shortly. It is called "Apple /// Diagnostics" and
has the Apple /// Confidence program on it. A tutorial is provided on Side One, with the program itself
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on Side Two. In the future, look for the first disks from Taylor Pohlman's Softalk articles on Business
Basic.
I'm also happy to announce that /// SIG Co-Chairman Tom Bartkiewicz is working on a Pascal version of
our Menu.Maker program. I saw a demonstration during our October meeting and it looks like a real
winner. Tom says he plans to have it be able to read not only ASCII text files, but Pascal text and 3EZP
text files, as well as run Pascal programs. This would be a great addition and will really increase our
ability to offer a wider range of disks. Any of you who are familiar with another language like Forth who
might be interested in taking on a similar project please let Tom or me know.
I am also interested in finding a volunteer who would be willing to prepare a disk that would include a
catalog of all our offerings and provide a description of each program (it would be disk 1000). I'd also be
interested to know what PD disks you would like in the future. When Al Lambert and I started putting
these things together, our goal was to have PD disks that worked and were unique from what other
clubs, like TAU might offer. We are the only group that attempts to make every disk we offer selfbooting and provide a menu program that will not only run a program but also read text files. Anyone
who knows how to use Business Basic to read a 3EZP text file, by the way, please give me a call.
Finally, new to our library offerings this month is "The Apple Interface Manual" compiled by Dave
Glawson and donated to the SIG by Ivan Munson of Palm Desert, California. It includes information on
how to hook up all varieties of Apples, including our /// to various interface cards, printers, etc.

QUICK NOTES FROM ON THREE
On Three's Bob Consorti has confirmed he has decided to go forward with a project to develop a new
Backup program for Apple /// hard disks. He says the new program should be ready sometime early
next year. Also look for a new flyer from On Three shortly that will highlight, among other things, your
/// Sig Co-Chairman's own ThreeWorks disks...

AND FROM MAUG: A TRACKBALL INSTEAD OF A MOUSE
/// SIGer Ed Gooding posted this note on CompuServe recently from Charles Sykora about a
replacement for the //e Mouse...at a very reasonable price!
Hello, ///'ers! I thought everyone might be interested in something I found and developed for the ///.
How would a Mouse-compatible TrackBall sound? Would it sound any better at $51 (+$3 shipping)?
Well, I found some at a good price and bought up a bunch of them. I have tested them with many
programs, and the TrackBall works with all Mouse-driven programs that I have tested except for
Graphics Manager.
The TrackBall is the easiest Cursor Device I have ever used! It is smoother-operating than most I have
seen on the video machines and is made by Wico. It is very sturdy, built from injection-molded black
plastic and a Phenolic ball. It comes with optically-encoded interface card and 5' long cord. The card
will work in any of the ///'s slots. I wrote the Driver to have both Mouse-emulation and TrackBall
modes. Since the TrackBall has two buttons, I wrote the Mouse-emulation Mode to use the second
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button for a Sensitivity Button. With a simple click of this button you can double, halve, or normalize
the motion sensitivity of the cursor to the TrackBall. New programs can disable Mouse-emulation mode
using one of the fourteen Device Control Requests to read the status of the second button.
The TrackBall liberates you from the MouseTrap in which you have been caged by the Mouse. No more
need to have 4 square feet to roll around the Mouse! It works great with Draw On ///. Phone (12PM11PM EST, please) or write. To order, send a check for $51+$3 shipping to the address below, and I'll get
you one off. I don't know how long I can do this, because On Three may buy them from me and sell
them.
TRACK ///
TrackBall for the Apple ///
$51 + $3 shipping
Charles D. Sykora
xxx
Groton, Ct 06340
203-xxx-xxxx
(1989 NOTE: LT. SYKORA HAS SINCE MOVED TO ATLANTA)

I LOVE APPLE /// MUSIC
Gary Hayman's excellent series in the Journal on making music with the Apple // got me digging a little
to find a few programs that will make music on our Apple ///. Unlike the //, where you must Peek and
Poke your way through the notes, we have a device driver called, appropriately enough, ".AUDIO" that
will provide you with most of what you need to plink a tune or two. It is opened like any other device,
and as explained by Stan Miastkowski in his "Guide to the Apple ///" you:
"send data to the .AUDIO driver in the form of special characters. After the tone or succession of tones
is generated by the speaker, the .AUDIO driver immediately returns control to the Business Basic
program."
Mode, Volume, Count and Time are all variables you must deal with in any music program you put
together. Mode tells the driver you are requesting a tone and must be 128. Volume is how loud the
tone will be, up to 64 (which is very loud!). Count is the pitch of the tone, ranging from 18383 to 100.
The higher the count, the lower the pitch. Miastkowski gives this formula for figuring count: frequency
= 50900/count (18383 to 100). He says this will give you a seven octave range, from C three octaves
below middle C to E-flat four octaves above middle C. Time is the final parameter and is the length of
the tone. The range here is from 0 (no tone) to 300 (about 5 seconds). Here's Miastkowski's formula for
determining the duration of tone in seconds: duration = time (0-300)/60.

MAKING MUSIC
Now, how about some programs to put all this great information into practice? In the Guide to Your
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Apple Three, there were a couple of examples, which are also included on our WAP Basic Games disk
1001. You'll also find a program called "Piano Plinker" that was originally published in issue number one
of InCider and which turns your /// into an electronic keyboard of sorts.
I'm reprinting one example below, along with the Piano Plinker program. By the way, the Medley song
on PD disk 1001 fits right in with the Holiday spirit. Any additions or comments to these programs
would be welcomed. If there's enough interest, we could put together a whole disk of songs!

AUDIO DEMO PROGRAM
5
7
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
490
491
492
500
510
520
530
540

REM THIS IS A DEMO OF THE .AUDIO DRIVER AND THE AUDIOSUB PROGRAM.
REM MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE .AUDIO DRIVER IN YOUR DRIVER FILE!
VOL%=30
FOR X=1 TO 8
READ TIME%,CNT%
DATA 25,15564,5,7782,15,3891,5,1946,30,973,20,486,1,243,100,122
GOSUB 500
NEXT X
END
REM THIS IS A PROGRAM FROM THE OSBORNE/MCGRAW HILL GUIDE TO THE
REM APPLE ///. IT WILL CREATE ANY TONES YOU WANT IF YOU PLUG
REM IN THE RIGHT NUMBERS. SEE PAGES 182-185 FOR MORE INFO.
OPEN#1 AS OUTPUT,".AUDIO":MODE%=128
PRINT#1;CHR$(MODE%);CHR$(VOL%);
PRINT#1;CHR$(CNT%-256*INT(CNT%/256));CHR$(INT(CNT%/256));
PRINT#1;CHR$(TIME%-256*INT(TIME%/256));CHR$(INT(TIME%/256));
CLOSE#1:RETURN

PIANO PLINKER
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

HOME
PRINT"The Piano Plinker ":PRINT"":PRINT"APPEARED
IN inCider issue #1":PRINT
PRINT:PRINT"This program emulates a one octave piano."
PRINT:PRINT"MEDLEY is a song that is on WAP disk 1001!!!"
GOSUB 610
OPEN#1,".audio":PRINT"Place a disk with the file REQUEST.INV in drive 1
then press <RETURN>":GET a$
INVOKE".D1/REQUEST.INV":DEVICE$=".CONSOLE"
BUFFER$=CHR$(0):PERFORM CONTROL(%4,@BUFFER$)DEVICE$
DIM k$(12),p$(12),n(12),r(9000):r=0:v=60:m=0:l=1
FOR j=0 TO 12:READ k$(j):NEXT j
FOR j=0 TO 12:READ n(j):NEXT j
FOR j=0 TO 12:READ p$(j):NEXT j
HOME
PRINT"Z)speed M)load N)save X)home C)clear P)play X)delete Q)quit"
PRINT"2) add one volume level 1) subtract 3) normal volume"
PRINT"Notes: C
C#
D
D#
E
F
F#
G
G#
A
A#
B
C"
PRINT"Keys : A
W
S
E
D
F
T
G
Y
H
U
J
K"
PRINT"SPACE bar produces a rest."
WINDOW 1,5 TO 80,24
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200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740

GET a$
IF a$="1" AND v>0 THEN v=v-1:GOTO 200
IF a$="2" AND v<60 THEN v=v+1:GOTO 200
IF a$="B" AND r>0 THEN r=r-1:PRINT"X ";:GOTO 200
IF a$="3" THEN v=60:GOTO 200
IF a$=" " THEN PRINT"/ ";:GOTO 370
IF a$="P" GOTO 450
IF a$="C" THEN r=0:HOME:GOTO 200
IF a$="X" THEN HOME:GOTO 200
IF a$="N" GOTO 670
IF a$="M" GOTO 790
IF a$="Z" THEN PRINT:INPUT"Speed (1=FAST, 20=NORMAL, 300=SLOW)
?";l:GOTO 200
IF a$="Q" THEN PRINT CHR$(1):HOME:CLOSE#1:GOTO 920
FOR j=0 TO 12:IF a$=k$(j) THEN 390
NEXT j
IF a$="1" OR a$="2" OR a$="3" THEN GOTO 200
GOTO 200
r(r)=0:r=r+1:IF r=299 THEN PRINT CHR$(7);:r=0:GOTO 200
GOTO 200
r(r)=n(j):r=r+1:IF r=299 THEN PRINT CHR$(7);:r=0::GOTO 200
PRINT#1;CHR$(128);CHR$(v);
PRINT#1;CHR$(n(j)-256*INT(n(j)/256));CHR$(INT(n(j)/256));
PRINT#1;CHR$(l-256*INT(l/256));CHR$(INT(l/256));
PRINT"(";p$(j);") ";
GOTO 200
vol=v
PRINT CHR$(14)
FOR x=0 TO r-1
IF r(x)=0 THEN vol=0
PRINT#1;CHR$(128);CHR$(vol);
PRINT#1;CHR$(r(x)-256*INT(r(x)/256));CHR$(INT(r(x)/256));
PRINT#1;CHR$(l-256*INT(l/256));CHR$(INT(l/256));
GOTO 570
FOR j=0 TO 12:IF r(x)=n(j) GOTO 560
NEXT j
IF r(x)=0 GOTO 570
REM
vol=v
NEXT x
m=0
GOTO 200
RETURN
END
DATA A,W,S,E,D,F,T,G,Y,H,U,J,K
DATA 1946,1836,1733,1636,1544,1457,1376,1298,1226,1157,1092,1031,973
DATA"C","C#","D","D#","E","F","F#","G","G#","A","A#","B","C"
END
REM
SAVE SONG
HOME:INPUT"SAVE Name: ";n$:IF LEN(n$)>15 THEN GOTO 680
IF n$="PIANO" THEN PRINT CHR$(7):GOTO 680
CREATE n$, DATA
PREFIX$=".d1/":OPEN#2 AS OUTPUT,n$
WRITE#2;r
FOR t=0 TO r-1
WRITE#2;r(t)
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750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920

NEXT t
CLOSE#2
HOME
GOTO 200
REM
LOAD SONG
HOME:INPUT"LOAD Song (MEDLEY is on this disk) : ";n$
OPEN#2 AS INPUT,n$
READ#2;r
FOR x=0 TO r-1
READ#2;r(x)
NEXT x
CLOSE#2
HOME
m=1
GOTO 200
IF l<1 OR l>300 THEN l=l:GOTO 200
GOTO 200
BUFFER$=CHR$(128):PERFORM CONTROL(%4,@BUFFER$)DEVICE$
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THE APPLE ///: “STILL ALIVE AND KICKING”

By David Ottalini
WAP /// SIG Co-Chairman

NOTE: THIS WAS AN ARTICLE PREPARED FOR A+ MAGAZINE (AND LATER FOR COMPUTER SHOPPER)
THAT WAS NEVER ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION. I'M INCLUDING IT IN THE HOPE YOU MIGHT FIND IT
INTERESTING/USEFUL. DGO

THE APPLE /// : "STILL ALIVE AND KICKING"
BY
David Ottalini
906 Robin Road
Silver Spring, MD. 20901

Remember the Apple ///? The first computer ever designed by Apple, Inc. that was supposed to be the
replacement for the Apple //? Well, it never quite got that far. But in its brief life, the /// had a major
impact at Apple. An impact that is still being felt today in every current Apple product. A few examples
come quickly to mind: The ProDos operating system owes its origins to SOS, the ///'s own OS.
AppleWorks was derived directly from Robert Lissner's /// EZ Pieces for the /// (and can share files). The
HFS (Heirarchical File System) now standard with the MAC was offered in 1980 when the /// was
introduced. And the first hard disk ever offered by Apple (the Profile) was first introduced for the ///.
Apple ended its production of the /// in 1984 at about 100,000 machines. But despite that, there is still a
loyal group of users around the United States (and elsewhere) who continue to work at their machines
every day. The MAC and GS may have passed little Sara by, but as the company's first true business
computer, the /// remains one of the best machines ever built by Apple. In fact, at today's prices for
used machines and software, you can put together an excellent system for about $1000.00 (or less) that
will provide you with powerful word processing, data base, spreadsheet and telecommunications
capabilities that are unmatched for the price.
You can even expand your Apple /// to 512K. It will easily handle a 20MB hard disk as well as the 800K
Unidisk, has excellent background utility programs like Pinpoint (yes, with macros and everything else),
has XMODEM/Binary II telecommunications capabilities, can emulate an Apple //e and can even use a
mouse!
BUT WHERE DO I FIND INFORMATION AND HELP?
I asked myself that same question when I bought my ///+ in 1984. The sources have changed a bit since
then, but are still in ample abundance. The purpose of this article is to provide you with many of the
sources still offering support today.
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/// USER GROUPS
A user group is a great way to obtain more information about the Apple ///. Members with ///s are
knowledgeable, ready to answer questions and many clubs offer PD (public domain) libraries with Apple
/// software. There are not a great many Apple /// groups, but here are some of the major groups:
Apple THREE Group International (ATGI)
(1989: NOW APPLE USERS GROUP INTERNATIONAL)
H. Joseph Dobrowolski
President
Box 913
Langley AFB, VA. 23665
$15.00/Year
Apple Three Users of Northern California (ATUNC)
Mary Berg
President
P.O. Box 1528
Mill Valley, CA. 94942
$20.00/Year
Third Apple Users (TAU)
Lavona Rann
President
1113 Wheaton Oaks Dr.
Wheaton, IL. 60187
$15.00/Year with $ 5.00 initiation fee
Washington Apple Pi
Charlene Ryan
/// SIG Secretary
8227 Woodmont Ave. #201
(1989 NOTE: NOW 7910 WOODMONT AVE. #910)
Bethesda, MD. 20814
$25.00/Year with $7.00 initiation fee
Also well worth a mention here is the Micronetworked Apple Users Group (MAUG) on Compuserve.
MAUG's Apple /// section provides a fantastic forum for information exchange and its Data Libraries for
the /// are full of excellent information and programs. You can join CompuServe by purchasing Starter
Kits at most computer stores.
SOURCES OF PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
Not surprisingly, the groups listed above (with one addition) also provide excellent sources of public
domain software for the Apple ///. Costs for the software are minimal and the selection is good. All
have some unique offerings while selling many of the same programs. You usually get the best deal by
being a member of the respective group.
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Apple THREE Group International
100+ disks. $3.00 each for members. No P&H fee.
Literally an attempt to offer all available /// PD software with some unique offerings, like templates in
different formats.
ATUNC
30+ disks. Available to non-members at double the cost ($3.00/$6.00). P&H extra.
Also, an excellent source of /// documentation at reasonable cost.
TAU
80+ disks. Available to all. $3.50 per disk. Royalty cost, P&H extra.
Includes some programs licensed exclusively to TAU for use by its members. Royalty software also
offered.
Pair Software
3201 Murchison Way
Carmichael, CA 95608
(916) 485-6525
80+ disks. Available to all. More expensive than others ($10.00 and up per disk). P&H extra. Customer
and Newsletter mailing lists available. Commercial software and hardware also available (see below).
Washington Apple Pi
The WAP /// SIG offers 6+ (1989 NOTE: NOW 50+) /// PD software, including a New Member Disk with a
tremendous amount of Apple /// information. Other PD offerings adaptable to the ///.
MAUG/CompuServe
As mentioned above, MAUG's Data Library contains a treasure of information and PD software. The
Apple ///'s are DL7 and 8 but don't forget the AppleWorks DL. You must join CompuServe to get access
(but there is no additional cost).
ON THE BBS FRONT
There are many good Bulletin Boards for ///ers to try out around the nation, but Ed Gooding's ///'s
Company BBS is by far the best. It has a wealth of information available purely for the cost of a phone
call. Ed keeps adding things all the time as he tries to offer as much information as possible. A true
mother-lode. Try out your modem by calling (804)-747-8752.
On Three also has started up its own BBS which you can call at (805)-644-1055. Other groups, like
ATUNC also offer BBS systems that include PD offerings.
(1989 NOTE: THE /// SIG HAS ITS OWN BOARD ON THE WAP TCS AS WELL. CALL THE OFFICE FOR
DETAILS ON HOW TO SIGN UP.)
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SOURCES FOR HARDWARE AND COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
There are still a number of sources you can look to for the the old-line products like Visicalc, Apple
Writer and /// EZ Pieces, as well as new hardware and software. They include:
(1989 NOTE: AIM AND DA DATASYSTEMS NO LONGER SELL /// SOFTWARE.)
ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT MICRODEALERS (AIM)
3010 North Sterling Ave.
Peoria, IL 61604
309-685-4843
AIM has become a clearing house of /// products for its members. As such, it publishes a catalog and
lists the software (and some hardware) that's available. They charge $25.00 for a subscription. AIM
offers a wide range of /// products all at sale prices. Retail price is also listed for comparison. The only
problem is that sale prices vary, even for the same software (ten listings, all different). Availability is
limited to what's on hand, so you have to work fast if you want something listed in the catalog. Product
descriptions are excellent. They have also started acting as a clearinghouse for Apple //, MAC and IBM
products.
D.A. DataSystems
3792 Windover Drive
Hamburg, NY 14075
716-648-2462
An excellent source of new software. Most programs now offered by Pair Software and some are in the
TAU Royalty library. Check out Tools Times Three software that includes a partial compiler for Business
Basic; The Retriever, a file undelete program; and a special set of Ram disks for use with the Titan
///+//e cards. Another offering: PowerKeys DM+; a background utility with many modules.
ON THREE
4478 Market Street
Suite 701-702
Ventura, CA 93003
1-800-443-8877
(1989 NOTE: ON THREE'S ADDRESS NOW IS: 8920 YOLANDA AVE.; NORTHRIDGE CA. 91324)
On Three's excellent programs include Draw-On Three (a graphics program), DeskTop Manager (a
background utility), and Selector /// (a switching program for hard disk users). On the hardware front,
there's a 512K upgrade, hard disks, etc. The Communications Manager is an excellent
telecommunications program. And Desktop Manager is their super background utility program. On
Three also sell used ///s and peripherals.
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(1989 NOTE: PAIR SOFTWARE IS STILL IN BUSINESS BUT DON'T EXPECT MUCH...)
Pair Software
3201 Murchison Way
Carmichael, CA. 95608
1-800-485-6525
Frank Moore's Pair Software has been steadily adding a variety of commercial software and hardware
products to an already large PD menu. Commercial products include Go Forth, a version of the Forth
language. There's also the Electronic Mailman for E-Mail; the Keystroke Data Base; ThreeWorks, /// EZ
Pieces Data Bases full of Apple /// information and X-Modem ///, a telecommunications program.
Peripherals include monitors and printers.
Sun Systems Remarketing
P.O. Box 4059
150 E. 400 N
Logan, UT 84321
1-800-821-3221
Sun Systems has become THE support organization for Apple (via a signed agreement) where the /// is
concerned and offers a host of products. They have a large selection of /// commercial software and
hardware (including parts) at decent prices. Sun Systems also offers the Titan /// + //e (turns your ///
into a 128k //e). Check prices against AIM for best deals. This company also offers nationwide service
for the /// community (and you can call them to ask for help as well). 256K reconditioned ///s offered
for $599.00 with monitor. Software prices are reduced if purchased with the computer. Inventory
includes Lisas, //+s and MACs.
Here are some additional sources for Apple /// hardware (including parts) and software:
COMPANY: Byte Brokers
CONTACT: Robert Maxie
PHONE: 916-334-2983
ADDRESS: 5111-D College Oaks Dr. Sacramento, CA. 95841
PRODUCT: Apple ///s and other /// hardware.
COMPANY: Flip Trak Learning Systems
PHONE: 312-790-1117
ADDRESS: 999 N. Main St., Ste # 200 Glen Ellyn, IL. 60137
PRODUCT: How to Operate the ///&///+ cassette.
COMPANY: Jameco Electronics
PHONE: 415-592-8097
ADDRESS: 1355 Shoreway Road Belmont, CA. 94002
PRODUCT: Apple /// chips, etc.
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COMPANY: Morris Horn and Associates
CONTACT: Morris Horn
PHONE: 817-292-3432
ADDRESS: Box 330876 Ft. Worth, TX. 76163
PRODUCT: Various /// products/parts.
COMPANY: N.D.R.C.
PHONE: 214-750-9889
ADDRESS: 8511 Manderville Dallas, TX. 75231
PRODUCT: Apple ///s and parts.
COMPANY: Omicron Electronics
CONTACT: Mike Tattan
PHONE: 313-757-8192
ADDRESS: 11240 Nine Mile Road Warren, MI. 48089
PRODUCT: Infotory Software and some hardware.
COMPANY: Pre-Owned Electronics
PHONE: 617-891-6851
ADDRESS: Box 644 Lincoln, MA. 01773
PRODUCT: Various Apple /// hardware products.
COMPANY: Shreve Systems
PHONE: 318-865-6743
ADDRESS: 845 Lark Ave. Shreveport, LA. 71105
PRODUCT: Various Apple /// hardware products.
COMPANY: The Computer Place
CONTACT: Deh-Weh Tu (Andy)
PHONE: 301-330-6016
ADDRESS: Potomac Valley Center Gaithersburg, MD.
PRODUCT: Various Apple /// software products.
COMPANY: Computer Solutions
CONTACT: Richard Warren
PHONE: 202-478-1878
ADDRESS: 26 Plaza Street Leesburg, VA. 22075
PRODUCT: Various Apple /// hardware/software products.
I should also mention here that anyone using /// EZ Pieces can make use of any of the thousands of
templates now available for AppleWorks. Templates are available from a growing list of sources, some
of which were listed by A+ in a recent edition.
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APPLE /// REPAIRS
Here are some of the companies who will still repair your Apple ///:
Company: Affordable Micro Repair
Phone: 213-973-0255
Contact: Mr. Habib
Address: 2718 W. Pomona St. Santa Ana, CA. 92704
Company: Omicron Electronics
Phone: 313-757-8192
Contact: Mike Tattan
Address: 11240 Nine Mile Rd. Warren, MI. 48089
Company: Sun Systems Remarketing
Phone: 801-752-7631 (technical help)
Contact: Bob Cook
Address: P.O. Box 4059 Logan, UT. 84321
Company: The Intercom Store
Phone: 619-466-5383
Contact: Jim Fair
Address: San Diego, CA.
Company: Third Wave Management
Phone: 503-244-6128
Contact: Brad Brotherton
Address: 7227 SW Terwilliger Portland, OR. 97219
(1989 NOTE: ON THREE ALSO DOES REPAIRS)

NEWSLETTERS/MAGAZINES
Not surprisingly, those groups listed above also provide newsletters and magazines Apple /// users.
Both the ATUNC and TAU newsletters are an excellent source of information. You might also want to
try News and Views, the newsletter of the Apple THREE Group International based in Norfolk, Virginia.
The WAP Journal also includes at least one article monthly on the Apple ///. Most will send a
complementary copy if you write or call for more information.
As for magazines, there are really only two major Apple /// publications currently available: On Three
and The /// Magazine.
On Three has published on a regular monthly schedule since January, 1986 (1989 NOTE: NOW BIMONTHLY). Paula Sheppard (1989 NOTE: NOW BOB CONSORTI) is its full-time editor. On Three
provides a wide range of reviews (usually of its own products), beginners tutorials and a substantial
letters section.
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The /// Magazine is the successor to The /// Newsletter, begun by Frank Moore in 1985 because there
were no general-circulation /// publications coming out regularly at the time. The /// Magazine has had
some publication troubles recently, but continues to be a good source of Apple /// information. Good
tutorials and reviews (1989 NOTE: THE /// MAG IS NO LONGER PUBLISHED. BACK ISSUES ARE
AVAILABLE).

On Three Magazine
4478 Market St.
Suite 701
Ventura, Ca. 93006
$40.00/Year
The /// Magazine
C/O Moore Enterprises
3201 Murchison Way
Carmichael, Ca. 95608
$40.00/Year

APPLE /// BOOKS
Only a few books were ever written about the Apple ///. There are three specific books worth
mentioning here, all of which have Business Basic as their primary subject.
"The Osborne/McGraw Hill Guide To Your Apple ///" is the first book on the list. The other two are by
Eddie Adamis: "Basic Keywords for the Apple ///" and "Business Basic for the Apple ///" (Wiley Press).
The Guide covers only the Apple /// and not the plus version. The author is Stanley M. Miastokowski. It's
a good, beginning-level text for new /// owners. It explains how to set up your /// and use the System
Utilities disk. It also has a good overview of Business Basic and sections on the .Audio and .Grafix drivers
that are excellent.
The Adamis texts are straight-forward and no-nonsense. They essentially describe Business Basic version
1.1, its key words and provide examples.
The only other ///-specific book on the market is "Using Apple Business Computers" by Kenniston Lord
Jr.(Van Nostrand/Rheinhold). I have it in my library but don't feel it’s worth your money unless you are
interested in lengthy Business Basic programs specifically for business purposes.
Unfortunately, all these books are now out-of-print. But you may still be able to find them at local
bookstores. The Osborn/Mcgraw-Hill book, however may be purchased from Pair Software.
If you are a /// EZ Pieces user, you can check out any of the AppleWorks books now on the market, since
the two programs are essentially the same. There are also some excellent books still available for Apple
Writer and Visicalc.
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CLOSE
That should just about do it. Remember again that much of the older commercial software is many
times available at a substantial discount from local computer stores or through auctions and user group
garage sales.
########
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TAKING APART THE APPLE /// DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM (OR TWO USEFUL
PROGRAMS YOU CAN USE)

By David Ottalini
906 Robin Road
Silver Spring, Md. 20901
(301) 681-5792

At the start, let me admit to all my Apple /// friends and users that I am not a programming whiz. Nor
have I got that analytical ability to look at a problem in such a way that it can be boiled down to a 1000
line Business Basic program and work the first time (or even the second!).
What I do enjoy doing from time to time is fiddling. Fiddling with programs that are already out there to
see if I can't adapt them to be more useful for my own specific purposes. Frankly, I find it to be kind of
fun on occasion, although the frustration factor can be very high at times (there's always that single little
bug that causes everything to hang like a wet noodle...).
One program I've found to be particularly interesting is the Apple /// System Demonstration program. If
you haven't run it lately, you might want to fire it up to refresh your memory a bit. It's a great little
Program designed to show off some of the things the /// can do.
When booted, you are presented with a 'marquis border" (in color if you have a color monitor) within
which is scrolling a choice of five different demonstrations. Among them is a program allowing you to
reset the date and time, a graphics demonstration, and a demonstration of the type-ahead buffer.
After you have chosen one of the programs, it will run and then allow you to return to the main menu to
try something else. My demo disk, by the way, was for the Apple ///+ and is listed as being version 2.2.
I can't tell you what earlier versions looked like, but suspect there is little difference.
If you load the program into Business Basic and then list it, you will find a fairly compact program that
provides decent documentation through the "REM" statements. The program is basically broken down
into a number of easily identifiable sections (which is what made it easy for me to tear it apart).
Basically, the screen is set up, data for the demos is read in and then the "marquis border" is printed one
space at a time. The program uses the 40 column, 16 color mode. The scroll subroutine is next followed
by the subroutine that allows you to choose the demonstration you'd like to see run. At that point, the
program is instructed to run the particular demonstration you have chosen (the demos themselves are
separate programs on the disk). Once the demonstration is run, you are given a choice of returning to
the main menu or quitting.
There are two pieces within this program that intrigued me enough to do a little fiddling. I will now pass
them along to you. The first is the "marquis border" program. The second is the scroll program. Each
can be included as subroutines in other programs, perhaps as part of a "Hello" program, message board
or other use.
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In any case, let's take a look at the "Marquis Border" program:
01
05
06
10
15
20
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
73
75
80
85
200
210
220

REM Marquis Border Program
REM From The Apple ///+ System Demonstration Program
REM Adapted By David Ottalini
TEXT
LEFT=8:RIGHT=9:DOWN=10:UP=11
COLORS$=CHR$(19)+CHR$(15)+CHR$(20)+CHR$(1)
PRINT CHR$(16);"1";:REM SET 40-COLUMN, 16 COLOR MODE
PRINT CHR$(1);:REM SET VIEWPORT
PRINT COLORS$
HOME:VPOS=2:HPOS=2
PRINT CHR$(21);CHR$(0);:COLOR=5: REM ALL AUTO TEXT OPS OFF
FOR X=2 TO 38:GOSUB 200:PRINT CHR$(RIGHT);:NEXT
FOR Y=2 TO 22:GOSUB 200:PRINT CHR$(DOWN);:NEXT
FOR X=39 TO 3 STEP-1:GOSUB 200:PRINT CHR$(LEFT);:NEXT
FOR Y=23 TO 3 STEP-1:GOSUB 200:PRINT CHR$(UP);:NEXT
PRINT CHR$(21);CHR$(13);:REM STANDARD TEXT OPTIONS ON
PRINT COLORS$;:WINDOW 4,4 TO 38,22
HOME:PRINT"THIS IS A GREAT APPLE /// BORDER"
GOTO 220
COLOR=COLOR+1:PRINT CHR$(20);CHR$(COLOR);" ";
RETURN
END

The subroutine at line 200 is what is actually used to print each colored square, beginning at screen
location 2,2 and then moving right, down, left and up. The actual window within the border is set at line
75 and the heading is read in at line 80. The program sets the 40 column, 16 color mode at line 30 while
the screen is initialized at line 20. Since I only have a Monitor ///, I cannot attest to what the border
actually looks like in color. But I suspect it is "mahvalous."
The second program taken from the demonstration is a simple scroller which I have adapted to let you
insert any message you might want and have it move from bottom to top within an inversed window on
the screen. Let's take a look:
02
03
04
05
06
10
20
30
35
37
39
40
42
50
55
60
80

REM Scroll Program
REM Taken from the Apple ///+ System Demonstration Program
REM Adapted by David Ottalini
HOME
INVERSE
DATA THIS PROGRAM SCROLLS
DATA FOR YOU AND CAN BE USED
DATA IN MANY APPLICATIONS. TRY IT!
DATA THIS IS ADAPTED FROM THE
DATA APPLE /// DEMO DISK.
DATA PRESENTED IN ON THREE MAGAZINE.
DATA <<END>>
NUMDEMOS=5:K1=2:K2=NUMDEMOS-K1
WINDOW 20,5 TO 60,18
SEEK=0
PRINT CHR$(9)
RESTORE:DEMO=1
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90
95
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
300
305
310

READ A$:IF A$="<<END>>" THEN ROUNDS=ROUNDS+1:GOTO 80
IF ROUNDS>=5 THEN SEEK=1
PRINT DEMO" . ";A$
IF SEEK=1 THEN GOTO 300
IF SEEK=0 THEN FOR TIME=1 TO 300:NEXT TIME
PRINT
IF SEEK=0 THEN FOR TIME=1 TO 300:NEXT TIME
PRINT
DEMO=DEMO+1
GOTO 90
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" **** STANDBY: HERE'S THE PROMPT!
FOR X=1 TO 1000:NEXT X
TEXT:NORMAL:HOME:END

The size of the window in this program is set at line 50. The program will scroll five times (it counts
<<END>> five times to do that) and then prints the message located at line 300. The message is held
with a simple count-down subroutine at line 305 before returning you to Business Basic (I added that
part). You can set the speed of the scroll at lines 120 and 140. The original program set time = 1 to 460,
which was a little slow for this demonstration.
I think the best part of "fiddling" is that you can learn a bit about how a program is put together. That
helps me understand Business Basic a little better. And sometimes the end result is something that is
even useful!
###
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Apple /// Driver Versions
By
David Ottalini
906 Robin Road
Silver Spring, Md. 20901
(301) 681-5792

In this issue of On Three, we complete our two-part effort to bring you up-to-date on the latest versions
of Apple /// programs and device drivers. This article deals specifically with drivers, those assemblylanguage programs that fit into your SOS.DRIVER file and allow the Apple /// to talk and work with all its
peripheral devices (such as the console, disk drives, modem, printer, etc.)
Finding the latest version for a device driver is somewhat easier than for a program, since there is a
specific category for it when you are editing the driver parameters using the System Configuration
Program. Luckily, those who write the drivers are usually pretty good about including a version number.
Many of these drivers can be obtained from a number of different sources, including user groups like
TAU, ATGI, ATUNC and WAP. Sun Systems also sells a disk full of drivers or you can download some
from Ed Gooding's Three's Company BBS or from MAUG on CompuServe if you have the proper
telecommunications program. Vendors, like On Three, Pair Software and D.A. Datasystems also sell
specific drivers offered as part of a particular program, like Desktop Manager or to drive a specific device
like a 3.5" Unidisk or to create a RAM drive from your Titan ///+// or //e system.
The list below not only includes the latest version (revision) number, but also provides the amount of
memory each takes up. Again, if there is a driver I have not listed, or if you can fill in a hole or two,
please feel free to contact On Three or me directly (my CompuServe number is 72457,2401). We'll try to
provide another update in a future issue.
DRIVER NAME
.ATTACH
.AUDIO
.CATALYST
.CMC16
.CONSOLE
.CONSOLE
.CONSOLE
.CONSOLE
.CONSOLE
.CONSOLE
.CORVUS
.DESKTOPMANAGER
.DMP
.EPSON

FOR
Screen Dump
Audio Driver
Catalyst Program Switcher
CMC Hard Disk Drives
Catalyst
ONTIME Background Timer
Console Driver
Power Keys
Power Keys + C&P
Power Keys DM+
Corvus Hard Disk
Desktop Manager Utility
Apple Dot Matrix Printer
Epson Printers
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SOURCE/VENDOR
Soft-Life
Apple Computer
Quark
CMS
Quark
On Three
Apple Computer
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
B/T Computing
On Three
Apple Computer
Apple Computer

SIZE
1K
1K
11K
5K
7K
6K
5K
10K
12K

REVISION
1.0.1
1.00
2.1.0
1.0.0
1.3.1
1.3.0
1.3.0
1.0
1.0
2.32

16K
1K
3K

1.4
1.30
1.0.1
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.FMTDX
.GRAFIX
.ICE
.IMAGEWRITER
.LASERJET
.MOUSE
.MTEK
.ONTIME
.PARALLEL
.PKASO (COMP)
.PKASO (MINI)
.PPRINTS02
.PPRINTS04
.PPRINTS08
.PPRINTS16
.PPRINTS24
.PPRINTS30
.PRINTER
.PRINTER
.PRINTER
.PROFILE
.PROFILE
.QUARKCOM+UNU
.QUME
.RAM
.RAM
.RAM
.RAM128
.RAM128
.RAM128F
.RAM128F
.RAM140
.RAM140
.RAT
.RS232
.SERDMP
.SERPRINT
.SERPRINTER
.SIDER
.SITYPE (Big)
.SITYPE (Small)
.SPOOLER
.SPOOLER
.SPOOLER ///p

Formatter Driver
Graphics Driver
ICE Hard Disks
ImageWriter Printer
HP LaserJet
Mouse Driver
Parallel Printers
Clock Driver
Remote Terminal Driver
PKASO/U Graphics Card
PKASO/U Graphics Card – Mini Driver
Print Buffer
Print Buffer
Print Buffer
Print Buffer
Print Buffer
Print Buffer
Parallel Printer
Grappler Card
Serial Card
5 MB ProFile Hard Disk
10 MB ProFile Hard Disk
Catalyst Driver
Qume Printers
///+//e RAM Drive
512K RAM Drive (Regular)
512K RAM Drive (Selector)
Titan ///+// Systems
Titan ///+//e systems
Titan ///+// systems
Titan ///+//e system
Titan ///+// system
Titan ///+//e system
Mouse Driver
Communications Driver
Apple Dot Matrix Printer
Serial Printer Driver
Apple // Super Serial Card
Sider Hard Disk
Silentype Printer
Silentype Printer
Spooler Driver
Spooler Driver
Spooler Driver
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Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Space Coast Systems
Apple Computer
Sun Systems
On Three
Sun Systems
On Three
Apple Computer
Interactive Structures
Interactive Structures
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
Apple Computer
Orange Micro
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Quark
Apple Computer
Titan
On Three
On Three
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
D.A. Datasystems
MAUG (PD)
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
On Three
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Public Domain
Quark
Advanced MicroSy

2K
5K

1.30
1.30
4.0

5K
4K
4K
2K
1K
6K
1K
5K
6K
11K
19K
27K
30K
2K
4K
5K
3K
5K
2K

1.3.0
1.1
2.0
1.3.0
1.0.0
3.20
3.20
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3.1
1.0.0
1.1.0
1.30
2.0
2.0.0
1.10
1.0
0.2.0
0.2.0
1.6.0 A
1.6.0 A
1.6.0 A
1.8.0 A
1.6.0 A
1.6.0 A
1.1
1.30
1.3
1.30
1.10
1.3
1.04
1.04
1.0
1.5.0

13K
5K
5K
1K
1K
2K
2K
13K
13K
3K
1K
2K
2K
7K
5K
5K
7K
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.SPOOLSTATUS
.SPRINTER
.TCLOCK
.TMPDX.CODE
.TMPFMT.CODE
.U1
.UNCOPYPROTECT
.UNIDRIVER

Discourse Spooler
Printers/Plotters
Thunderclock Card
MicroSci A-143 Driver
MicroSci Formatter Driver
3.5 UniDisk Drive
Unprotecting AW/VC/AVC
3.5 UniDisk Drive
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Quark
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
MicroSci
MicroSci
On Three
On Three
Pair Software

6K
3K
2K
5K
5K
4K
1K

1.5.0
1.30
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.1.0
1.0
1.0
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KidWord ///: A Basic Word Processing Program for Kids
By
David Ottalini
906 Robin Road
Silver Spring, Md. 20901
(301) 681-5792

The Apple /// is a great computer. But there aren't many programs written specifically for kids in native
mode. It's not hard to understand why, since the /// was originally designed as a business computer.
These days, the /// is what's called an "aging" machine that is being "retired" to the home. Or it may
have become the "second" computer in the house, after Mom and Dad "upgraded" to a Mac or //GS (or
Heaven Forbid! a Big Blue machine).
That means the kids are probably going to be using our /// more and more. And face it, that means
mostly in emulation mode. With the Titan cards, they will have access to virtually all the Apple //
software they could desire. But how about native mode? I started scrounging around and found an old
issue of InCider with a program called Kidword, written by Michael A. Seeds. As published in the
October, 1984 issue, Kidword was a very basic word processing program that allowed the user to type a
screen full of text, move around the screen and print out what's been typed.
It was a good, simple program and something I decided would be of use to the Apple /// community as
well. So I've adapted Kidword to Business Basic, renamed it Kidword /// and added a few things to make
it even easier to use. Because the program is in Business Basic, you can make it into a turn-key system
simply by renaming it "Hello" on your BB startup disk (include it with SOS.Kernel, SOS.Interp and
SOS.Driver)(You will also need the invokable module "Readcrt.Inv", but more on that later). You can
also adapt it to your own needs as you desire. Just keep in mind this is your basic no-frills word
processing program and what you see is basically what you get.
The program is broken up into three parts. The first is the screen set-up. The second is the main routine
that sets down how Kidword /// allows you to process words. And the third part is the print program.
Kidword /// is a 40 column mode word processor so that it's easier for kids to read while typing. It also
prints in 40 columns. The screen set-up may be recognizable; it's taken from the Apple /// System
Demonstration program. If you have a color monitor, it should really add some color to your child's
word processing world. On the Monitor ///, the border looks like shaded blocks.
When the program begins, the border is created one block at a time starting from the top left part of
your screen. It moves right, then down, left and up. The Kidword /// Banner appears and you're ready
to start typing. There is a cursor and the words typed will continue from one line to the next. Thus, you
will have words breaking off on one line to finish on the next if you're not careful. The next to last line
has a little reminder that you're reaching the end. And if you don't finish what you're typing on the last
line, Kidword /// will wrap back to the last line over and over, writing over what went before. So plan
carefully!
To move the cursor, you must use the <Control> key and "U" for up, "D" for down, "L" for left and "R"
for right. To clear the screen and start over, simply hit the <Escape> key. To quit the program and return
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to Business Basic, hit <Control> "Q." (Upper or lower case is OK.)
For printing, you'll have to make sure the "Readcrt.Inv" invokable module is included on your disk in the
internal disk drive (.D1). It's what makes it possible for any printer to print out the copy from your
screen using the .Printer device driver installed in the SOS.Driver file (you could make it print to disk if
you so choose, simply by changing line 550 from ".Printer" to ".D1" or ".D2"). All you have to do to print
is hit <Control> and "P" and you're on your way. The program automatically prints and then clears the
screen so you may start anew.
When you print, by the way, the border will not be included. But the "Kidword ///" Banner will be (again
in 40 column mode).
This really is a fun little program I think your kids will enjoy using. It allows them to easily and quickly
write a note and print it without having to worry about a lot of other problems. Just imagine all the fun
(and mischief!) they can get into writing Mommy and Daddy all kinds of things. Of course, you could
always retaliate by writing something back....

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
20
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
73
74
75
80
85
200
210
520
590
600
602
605

REM *************************************************************
REM ******************* KIDWORD /// *****************************
REM *************************************************************
REM ADAPTED BY DAVE OTTALINI...AUGUST, 1985; MAY, 1987
REM FROM AN ORIGINAL PROGRAM BY M.SEEDS IN InCIDER, OCTOBER, 1984
REM WITH HELP FROM TAYLOR POHLMAN'S FIRST "THIRD BASIC" ARTICLE
IN THE OCTOBER 1981 ISSUE OF "SOFTALK" MAGAZINE.
REM AND THE APPLE /// SYSTEM DEMO DISK.
REM
REM
TEXT
LEFT=8:RIGHT=9:DOWN=10:UP=11
COLORS$=CHR$(19)+CHR$(15)+CHR$(20)+CHR$(1)
PRINT CHR$(16);"1";:REM SET 40-COLUMN, 16 COLOR MODE
PRINT CHR$(1);:REM SET VIEWPORT
PRINT COLORS$
HOME:VPOS=2:HPOS=2
PRINT CHR$(21);CHR$(0);:COLOR=5
FOR X=2 TO 38:GOSUB 200:PRINT CHR$(RIGHT);:NEXT
FOR Y=2 TO 22:GOSUB 200:PRINT CHR$(DOWN);:NEXT
FOR X=39 TO 3 STEP-1:GOSUB 200:PRINT CHR$(LEFT);:NEXT
FOR Y=23 TO 3 STEP-1:GOSUB 200:PRINT CHR$(UP);:NEXT
PRINT CHR$(21);CHR$(13);:REM STANDARD TEXT OPTIONS ON
PRINT CHR$(05):REM TURN ON CURSOR
PRINT COLORS$;:WINDOW 4,4 TO 38,22
HOME:PRINT"
KIDWORD ///
"
GOTO 520
COLOR=COLOR+1:PRINT CHR$(20);CHR$(COLOR);" ";
RETURN
WX=2:WY=3
REM
REM *** MAIN PROGRAM LOOP ***
REM
IF VPOS=18 THEN PRINT CHR$(7):REM DELETE IF YOU DON'T LIKE THIS!
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610
620
635
637
639
640
650
655
660
665
670
675
677
680
690
700
710
715
900
39990
39995
40000
40010
40015
40020
40100
40105
40110
40120
40125
40130
40160
40170
40180
40190
40200

VPOS=WY:HPOS=WX:GET W$
W=ASC(W$)
IF W<32 THEN 639
VPOS=WY:HPOS=WX:PRINT CHR$(W):WX=WX+1:GOTO 690
IF W=17 THEN TEXT:HOME:END:REM CONTROL Q TO QUIT TO BASIC
IF W=21 THEN WY=WY-1:REM CONTROL D FOR DOWN
IF W=12 THEN WX=WX-1:REM MOVE LEFT ONE SPACE WITH CONTROL L
IF W=16 THEN GOSUB 40000:REM CONTROL P TO PRINT
IF W=18 THEN WX=WX+1:REM MOVE RIGHT ONE SPACE WITH CONTROL R
IF W=13 THEN WY=WY+1:WX=2:REM RETURN
IF W=4 THEN WY=WY+1:REM MOVE CURSOR UP WITH CONTROL U
IF W=27 THEN GOTO 10:REM ESCAPE TO START OVER
REM
IF WX<1 THEN WX=34:WY=WY-1
IF WX>34 THEN WX=1:WY=WY+1
IF WY>18 THEN WY=18:WX=WX-1
IF WY<1 THEN WY=1
REM
GOTO 600
REM
REM TO HAVE "READCRT.INV" AVAILABLE
REM *** PRINT SCREEN ***
OPEN#1 AS OUTPUT,".PRINTER"
PRINT CHR$(06)
INVOKE"READCRT.INV"
FOR VERTICAL=1 TO 20
VPOS=VERTICAL
FOR HORIZONTAL=1 TO 35
HPOS=HORIZONTAL
PERFORM READC(@VALUE%)
PRINT#1;CHR$(VALUE%);
NEXT HORIZONTAL
PRINT#1
NEXT VERTICAL
CLOSE
GOTO 10
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Apple /// Program Versions

By
David Ottalini
906 Robin Road
Silver Spring, Md. 20901
(301) 681-5792

One of the greatest frustrations about owning a computer that no longer is supported by its
manufacturer is not knowing what the latest or last version of a particular program or driver is. In too
many instances I've seen people (not to mention businesses) using older versions of programs, drivers
and of SOS itself without knowing that they are missing out by not using the latest upgrade. It hurts the
performance of the Apple /// and prevents the user from getting the most out of the machine.
This article, and one next month, is an attempt to provide an up-to-date listing of at least some of the
programs and drivers many /// users continue to work with on a daily basis.
To begin with, however, you should know it's nearly impossible to find out the latest version numbers of
many programs. In some cases, there was never a "version" indicated anywhere on the disk, in the
documentation or in the program itself (such as with Apollo Software's Font Generator /// program). In
such a case, the best one can do is go with the last date indicated on the disk as to when the program
was created or saved as an indication of the latest version.
The listing below deals with programs. Next month, we'll look at device drivers. You'll notice a few
blanks in both. I've left them in with the hope some of you loyal On Three readers can provide the
missing numbers. That way, we can bring you an update sometime in the future. I'd also be interested
to know the version number of any program or driver NOT listed.
Please also note that the "Company" listing does not necessarily mean that company still sells the
product or supports it (most products are available from other sources, like On Three, Pair Software and
Sun Systems Recycling). Lotus, for example, bought out Visicorp, the original developer of Visicalc. And
Apple no longer supports any of the Apple /// products listed. Haba/Arrays has also disappeared from
the scene as far as I can tell.
COMPANY
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Action Research
ADI America
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
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PROGRAM
Access ///
Access /// Interp Version
Access 3270
Aida
Aladdin
Apple File ///
Apple Speller
Apple Writer
Apple Writer-Super

VERSION
1.1
3.2(x)
1.1
2.6
6/83
1.0
2.0
4.1
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Experience in Software
Apple Computer
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
BPI Systems, Inc.
State of the Art
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Data Pak Software
On Three
Quark
Pair Software
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Digital Microware
Sun Systems
On Three
Pair Software
Pair Software
Micro Lab
Pair Software
Link Systems
On Three
On Three
Lotus Development
Quark
Pair Software
On Three
On Three
On Three
On Three
On Three
On Three
On Three
On Three
On Three
On Three
On Three
On Three
On Three
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Art of Negotiating
Backup ///
Basic GTO
Basic Utilities
Basic XRF
Basic XT
BPI General Accounting
Budget and Financial Reporting
Business Basic
Business Graphics
Calendar Pak ///
Card Machine
Catalyst
Checkbook ///
Cobol ///
COBOL Animator
COBOL Compiler
COBOL Forms2
Copy ///
CP/M
Crossword-Scrambler
Data Base ///
Data Graph ///
Data Manager ///
Data Window ///
Datafax
Desktop Manager
Desktop Manager Toolkit
DeskTop Plan ///
Discourse (Catalyst 2.1)
Disk Window ///
Draw On ///
DTM Module: ASCII Chart
DTM Module: Communications Manager
DTM Module: Desktop Setup
DTM Module: Disk Manager
DTM Module: Labeler
DTM Module: Macro Manager
DTM Module: Make Subdirectory
DTM Module: Menu Manager
DTM Module: Monitor/Enable
DTM Module: Printer Setup
DTM Manager: Reload and Exit
DTM Manager: Screen Dump

1.0
2.02
1.25
1.40
1.30
2.0.0
1.23
1.0
6/84
1.0
2.1
4.0
1.0a
1.0
1.0
1.3
5.0
2.21
1.0
4.2.0
TBA
1.00
1.2
2.1
1.2.0
1.0
1.0
3.0
2.06
2.1
1.0
1.2
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
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On Three
On Three
Sun Systems
Pair Software
Apollo Software
Apollo Software
Sun Systems
Apple Computer
On Three
State of the Art
Pair Software
Haba/Arrays
On Three
Great Plains
Haba/Arrays
Haba/Arrays
Sun Systems
SSR
Foxware
State of the Art
Great Plains
CFS
Keystone Software
Brock
Brock
On Three
Quark
Apollo Software
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
On Three
Microcom
On Three
Blyth Software
Pair Software
Apple Computer
D.A. Datasystems
Software Publishing Co.
Software Publishing Co.
Software Publishing Co.
Apple Computer
Pair Software
Pair Software
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DTM Manager: Spelling Manager
DTM Manager: Typewriter
Easyterm ///
Electronic Mailman
Font Generator ///
Font Pak for Font Generator
Fontwriter
Fortran Compiler
Fruit Machine
General Ledger SOA
Go Forth
Graph ‘n Calc
Graphics Manager
Great Plains Accounting
Habadex
HabaMerge
Infonet
Infotory Inventory Management
Inkwell
Inventory Control
Inventory Management
IRA Amortizations and Savings
Keystone Accounting System
Keystone Data Base
Keystone Report Generator
Lazarus
Lexicheck (Spelling Checker)
Macstuff
Mail List Manager
Mail List Manager Interface
Memory Test, 512K
Menu ///
Micro Courier
Mr. Sandman
OMNIS 3
PASCAL
PASCAL Compiler
PC Copy
PFS File
PFS Graph
PFS Report
Pmove
Post Master
Power Cat

1.0
1.0
2.1
3.1
9/1/82
1.0
2.0
1.0
3.4
2.1?
2.5
3.02
1.0
2.0
D

3.0
1.0
A-1
A-1
2.0
2.0
9/7/85
1.1
2.1
2.0
1.0
1.3
3.0?
1.2
2.0
1.41
B.02
B.01
B.03
1.0
2.0
1.22
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Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Pair Software
Beaman Porter, Inc.
Sun Systems
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
BPS
On Three
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Sun Systems
Pair Software
Smith Micro Software
Apple Computer
Sun Systems
Quark
On Three
On Three
Pair Software
Living Videotext
Haba/Arrays
D.A. Datasystems
Applied Software Technology
Lotus Development
Lotus Development
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Power Keys DM+
Power Keys Module: AsciTbl
Power Keys Module: DiskMgr
Power Keys Module: FileDump
Power Keys Module: FileScan
Power Keys Module: FontLoad
Power Keys Module: Lockout
Power Keys Module: Moduload
Power Keys Module: NotePad
Power Keys Module: PrintMgr
Power Keys Module: QuickCalc
Power Keys Module: QuickCat
Power Keys Module: QuickCrpt
Power Keys Module: QuickDial
Power Keys Module: QuickMon
Power Keys Module: QuickScrn
Power Keys Module: ShowTime
Power Keys Module: TypeRite
Power Print Parallel
Power Print Serial
PowerText
Pscreen
Quickfile ///
Random Number ///
RPS ///
Screen Director
Selector ///
Senior Analyst ///
Sort Director
SOStran
Source Window ///
Stock Portfolio System
System Utilities
Telephone Access Program
Terminus
The Apple /// Card Machine
The Apple /// Fruit Machine
The Retriever
ThinkTank
Three EZ Pieces
Two-N-Fro ///
Versaform
VisiCalc
VisiCalc Advanced

2.32
2.30
2.32
2.01
2.01
2.01
2.01
2.04
2.30
2.30
2.12
2.31
2.02
2.30
2.05
2.35
2.30
2.03
1.20
1.30
1.75
1.0
1.1
1.0

1.0
1.1
2.2
2.2
1.30
2.1.4
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.21
1.0
1.1
Beta Test
1.3 re2
1.0
10/1/82
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Lotus Development
Quark
WOS Data Systems
Pair Software
Action Research

VisiCalc Format Aids ///
VisiSchedule ///
Word Juggler
WOSBase
XMODEM ///
Zardax ///

2.0
1.00
2.6.4
1.45
1.0
6.0

NOTE: As of 1989, all the DA DataSystem programs have been placed into the Public Domain.
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A Bibliography of The /// Magazine: 1986

With a little Trivia Quiz Thrown in For Good Measure
By David Ottalini

OK ///ers! It's time to play "The /// Magazine Trivia Game-1986 Version" and we'll even give you (some
of) the information you need to answer the questions. This is a FUN GAME designed to test your skill
and knowledge about what was published in The /// Mag during 1986.
Our little game does have a serious part: a complete bibliography of every article that appeared in all
(oops… almost gave away an answer...) issues of the magazine last year.
Are you ready to try your luck? Then Away We Gooooooooo:
1) How many editions of The /// Magazine were there in 1986? How many double issues?
2) How many reviews were there and which one was the longest? How about the shortest?
3) Which issue featured an interview with the President of The Engineering Department? What
product is his company developing (OK the answer isn't in this bibliography but if you are a
devout Apple ///er you should know what the product is. A little hint... think of the color
blue…)?
4) Who was the most prolific author besides Frank Moore (he wrote the most articles but then
again he IS the publisher!)
5) Who wrote a series of articles about COBOL?
6) And finally, how many Bits and Pieces did Frank Moore find On Top of the Apple Tree while Al
Bloom was seeking the Right to Assemble the Catalyst Runtime Disk despite the fact that The
Electronic Mailman never did learn how to Install the Interlace or Adjust the Disk Drives?
On that upnote, we'd better end the quiz and present you (quickly) with the source for finding the
answers. As you can see, the bibliography is sorted by "Subject" to make it as easy for you to find an
article as possible. Enjoy!
(1989 NOTE: TO PRINT, YOU WILL HAVE TO SET YOUR PRINTER TO A RIGHT MARGIN OF 100 AND
CONDENSED MODE.)
SUBJECT
/// Clock
3Info 01
3Info 02

TITLE
A Battery Backup for the /// Clock
Bits and Pieces
Bits and Pieces
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AUTHOR
Gooding
Moore
Moore

VOL
2
2
2

ISSUE
03
01
02

MONTH
Mar/Apr
Jan
Feb

PG(S)
34
13
14-15
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3Info 03
3Info 04
3Info 05
3Info 06
3Info 07
3Info 08
3Info 09
Assembly
Language 03
Assembly
Language 04
Assembly
Language 05
Basic Numbering
Catalyst
Cobol 01
Cobol 02
Cobol 03
Column M01
Column M02
Column M03
Column M04
Column M05
Column M06
Column M07
Column M08
Column M09
Data Base
Management
Disk Drives
E-Com Program
Game
Graphics
History
Interlace
Laserjet
Mandlebrot
Program
Networking
Pascal
Pascal 1.2
Pascal DBMS
Pascal Tutorial 0A

Bits and Pieces
Bits and Pieces
Bits and Pieces
Bits and Pieces
Bits and Pieces
Bits and Pieces
Bits and Pieces
The Right to Assemble 3

Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Street

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

03
04
06
07
08
09
10
01

Mar/Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug/Sep
Oct
Nov/Dec
Jan

16-30
12-13
9-10
11-15
38-44
12-13
30-35
16-21

The Right to Assemble 4

Street

2

02

Feb

16-20

The Right to Assemble 5

Street

2

04

May

17-24

Basic Auto-Line Numbering
Catalyst Runtime System
Using /// Cobol – Part 1
Using /// Cobol – Part 2
Using /// Cobol – Part 3
On Top of the Apple Tree
On Top of the Apple Tree
On Top of the Apple Tree
On Top of the Apple Tree
On Top of the Apple Tree
On Top of the Apple Tree
On Top of the Apple Tree
On Top of the Apple Tree
On Top of the Apple Tree
N.P.L.

Serra
Bloom
Baker
Baker
Baker
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Cohen

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

06
10
08
09
10
01
02
03
04
06
07
08
09
10
03

June
Nov/Dec
Aug/Sep
Oct
Nov/Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar/Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug/Sep
Oct
Nov/Dec
Mar/Apr

8
10-12
12-14
17-19
37-41
4
4
4
4
4
4
4-5
4
4
10

Adjusting Disk Drives
The Electronic Mailman
Maxtermind
/// Graphix Matures
Wendell Sander and the ///
Installing the Interlace
Apple /// Meets the LaserJet
Challenge
Wallpaper for the Mind

Moore
Moore
Infante
Moore
Ottalini
Gooding
Hall

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

08
08
03
06
09
03
02

Aug/Sep
Aug/Sep
Mar/Apr
Jun
Oct
Mar/Apr
Feb

46-48
19-21
38-39
19-20
8-11
32
8-9

Moore

2

10

Nov/Dec 13-15

Corvus Constellation II and Catalyst
The General I/O Unit
PASCAL 1.2
Swan’s PDBM and the ///
On Learning PASCAL

Betz
Cisar
Cohen
Cohen
Hanson

2
2
2
2
2

01
10
03
03
04

Jan
Nov/Dec
Mar/Apr
Mar/Apr
May
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8
18-26
37
13-15
7-8
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Power Keys
Program
Quick File
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Slot Switcher
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
SOS
Versaform
Write Protection

Latest in the Power Keys
Mandelbrot ‘ala Pascal
Quick File Revisited
ADC Modem
Titan ///+//e
GL-Plus
MacStuff for the ///
Power Keys 2.0
Catalyst vs. Selector ///
Omnis 3
Draw On ///
Textgraphics
The Graphics Manager
Reformatter ///
Desktop Manager vs. Power Keys
PC-Disk and PC-Copy
RPS
Smarttax
The SCRG Box
New Pair Software Additions
New Public Domain Additions
New Pair Software Additions
New Pair Software Additions
New Pair Software Editions
SOS Directory Structure
Versaform and Power Keys
A Write Protection On/Off Switch
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Moore
Moore
Lomartire
Corbin
Moore
Wade
Moore
Moore
Johnson
Reilly
Moore
Moore
Moore
Bloom
Johnson
Bloom
Betz
Moore
Anderson
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Rasmussen
Bridges
Moore

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

09
07
08
02
02
03
04
04
06
06
07
07
07
08
08
08
08
10
03
10
02
03
08
09
03
10
03

Oct
Jul
Aug/Sep
Feb
Feb
Mar/Apr
May
May
Jun
Jun
Jul
Jul
Jul
Aug/Sep
Aug/Sep
Aug/Sep
Aug/Sep
Nov/Dec
Mar/Apr
Nov/Dec
Feb
Mar/Apr
Aug/Sep
Oct
Mar/Apr
Nov/Dec
Mar/Apr

7
16-17
11
13
10-12
12
16
9-11
11-18
7
9-10
8
18-20
15-18
24-32
34-37
49-51
42-43
11
36
21
45
45
20
40-44
16-17
35-36
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THE DEFINITIVE /// NEWSLETTER BIBLIOGRAPHY

By David Ottalini

The predecessor to The /// Magazine was The /// Newsletter, a weekly publication started by Frank
Moore at a time when the Apple /// had just been kicked out the door by Apple and there were no other
publications coming out on a regular basis. The /// Newsletter filled the gap for many of us, coming out
on a weekly schedule that kept the /// Community informed about what was happening at a time of real
transition.
I was an early subscriber to The /// Newsletter and included it as one of the original publications for my
/// Bibliography. The result of that work is here for you to enjoy.
Back issues of The /// Newsletter for 1985 are still available from Pair Software for $50.00. Order
number 5701.

(1989 NOTE: TO PRINT, SET RIGHT MARGIN TO 100 AND USE CONDENSED MODE)
1984
SUBJECT
Apple ///
Titan /// + ][

TITLE
/// Update
/// Hardware News

AUTHOR
Moore
Moore

ISSUE
00
00

MONTH
Dec
Dec

PG(S)
1
2

MONTH
Feb
Jun
Mar
Apr
Apr
Jan
April
May
Jul
May
Aug
Feb
Feb
Jan

PG(S)
1-2
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
1-2
2
1
1-2
2
2

1985
SUBJECT
/// Cheers
/// Clock
/// Publications
/// Support
3 EZ Pieces
A143
Apple ///
Apple ///
Apple Computer
Apple Computer
Author Policies
BBS Software
Business Basic
Business Basic
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TITLE
/// Cheers is Dead
Adjusting Your /// Clock
Other /// Publications Update
/// Support
3 EZ Pieces Bug
/// Hardware News
Turn Your /// On
New System Upgrades Available
Apple Support Update
Apple News
/// Magazine Author Policies
/// BBS Programs
Business Basic VAL Errata
Basic Undocumented Errors 1

AUTHOR
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Anderson

ISSUE
07
24
13
15
17
01
14
19
31
21
33
06
07
04
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Business Basic
Business Basic
CP/M
CP/M
Calendar Pak ///
Catalyst
COBOL
Color Monitors
Copy Protection
Copy Protection
Customer Service
Deals
Deals
Deals
Deals
Deals
Deals
Disk Backups
Disk Drives
Disk Drives
Disk Drives
Disk Drives
Disk Drives
Game
Games
Games
Group Purchases
MAUG
Metamorphosis
Networks
PASCAL
PASCAL
PASCAL
PASCAL 1.2
Pressure
Problems
Products
Products
Public Domain
Public Domain
Public Domain
Public Domain
Public Domain
RAM Errors
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Basic Undocumented Errors 2
Business Basic 1.1 Source Code
/// CP/M
CP/M Help
/// Software News
Catalyst Upgrade
/// Cobol
Color Monitors for the ///
Copy Protected Programs
Copying the Copy Protected Update
News Bulletin – HELP!
Deals of the Century II
More Deals
More Deals
Deals of the Century
Software Deals and Updates
Hardware Deals and Updates
Back up thy Disks
Using ][ Disk Drives
MicroSci Drive Adjustments
The Great /// Disk Drive Shortage
The Great Disk Drive Shortage
The Great Disk Drive Shortage
Pick That Tune
More /// Game Programs
More Games!!
Group Purchases
MAUG
Last of the Newsletters
Network Systems
PASCAL 1.2 Note
PASCAL Notes
Loading/Executing PASCAL Files
PASCAL 1.2 Errata
Write to Apple Time
Quick Notes
New Products
New Products
Additions to the PD Library
Public Domain Library List
New Packages
New Packages
Additions to the PD Library
The /// On Lamp and RAM Errors

Anderson
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore

05
13
15
31
02
15
32
19
02
09
03
14
17
31
13
21
22
09
15
33
07
24
11
32
15
25
34
24
36
31
32
33
25
09
25
29
33
34
07
05
28
23
11
24

Jan
Mar
Apr
Jul
Jan
Apr
Aug
May
Jan
Mar
Jan
Apr
Apr
Jul
Mar
May
May
Mar
Apr
Aug
Feb
Jun
Mar
Aug
Apr
Jun
Aug
Jun
Aug
Jul
Aug
Aug
Jun
Mar
Jun
Jul
Aug
Aug
Feb
Jan
Jul
Jun
Mar
Jun

2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1-2
1
1
2
1
2
1-2
1-2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1-2
1
1-2
1
2
1-2
2
2
1
2
2
1-2
1-2
2
1-2
3-4
1-2
2
2
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RAMDisks
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
Review
RF Modulators
Rumors
Sun Data
Telecommunications
Telecommunications
Telecommunications
The /// Magazine
The /// Newsletter
Unification
Upgrades
Word Juggler
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A Note on RAMDisks
Calendar Pak ///
Attach.Driver
Tool Times Three
Think Tank
Essential Data Duplicator
Hallock Systems Company
Stock Portfolio System
Power Keys
Cap’N Magneto
Titan Technologies ///+][ Card
3 EZ Pieces
Infax Disk System
/// Pack
Catalyst 2.1
MS-DOS for the ///
The BPI Accounting System
Corvus Constellation II
Basic GTO
SOSTran
Omni-Reader
Basic Extension
Ink Well
Selector /// Notes and Thoughts
Aladdin
Data Base ///
Back-It-Up ///
The Legend ‘S’ Card
Corvus Constellation II Update
The P C Products AppliCard
Hooking the /// to Your Color T.V.
Rumors
Sun Data
More BBS’s
9600 Baud Transmission via Modem
BBS Updates
The /// Magazine
The End of the /// Newsletter
The Grand Unification Project
/// Microprocessor Upgrading
/// Software News

Anderson
Baker
Moore
Moore
Baker
Anderson
Anderson
Fortune
Anderson
Moore
Anderson
Moore
Anderson
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Norris
Moore
Moore
Corbin
Anderson
Moore
Anderson
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore

08
14
15
16
17
24
35
35
36
06
08
04
28
30
25
26
27
09
10
10
11
12
12
13
18
18
19
20
21
22
04
01
29
15
11
13
09
29
32
11
01

Feb
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Feb
Feb
Jan
Jul
Jul
Jun
Jun
Jun
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
May
May
May
May
May
May
Jan
Jan
Jul
Apr
Mar
Mar
Mar
Jul
Aug
Mar
Jan

2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
2
2
1-2
1-2
2
1
1
1-2
1-2
1
1-2
1-2
2
1-2
1
1-2
2
1-2
2
1-2
2
2
1-2
1
1-2
2
2
2
1
1
1-2
2
1-2
1
1
2
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Getting the Most Out of Your New Member Disk

By David Ottalini
/// SIG Co-Chairman

One of the most exciting things to happen to our SIG in 1986 was the introduction of our long-awaited
New Member Disk. Both the Apple // and Mac folks have had their own disks for new members for
quite a while. For our new members, though, it's been frustrating to open the packet of information
after joining WAP only to find that they got a disk for the Apple //. Many times, they didn't know it was
for a // or understand why it wouldn't boot up.
Well now, our new members will get their very own disk that runs in Apple /// native mode and is
packed on both sides with a great deal of Apple /// information. This disk was designed with a brandnew Apple /// owner in mind: Someone who has never seen a computer before or barely knows how to
turn on their machine (of course that doesn't mean there isn't information us old-timers can't use as
well!).
With this disk, all a new member will have to do is put it into the internal disk drive, turn on their /// and
the program takes it from there. It uses our modified Business Basic Menu.Maker program to get things
going. The menu on side one looks like this:
Use arrow keys to move; <RETURN> to select; <CONTROL C> to abort
This ///SIG Disk is Copyright 1986, Washington Apple Pi, Ltd.
*BASIC
*TEXT
*TEXT
*CAT

00001
00050
00004
00001

HELLO
A3.INFORMATION
READ.ME.FIRST
A3.QUESTIONS1

*BASIC
*TEXT
*CAT

00007 MENU.MAKER
00003 HELLO.TEXT
00001 A3.HELPS1

Using the up or down arrow keys, simply highlight the file you want to read or run and press "Return."
The program automatically takes it from there. Be sure to run the "Read.Me.First" file to get things
started properly. From there, move on to the A3.Information file, as it contains a huge amount of basic
information about the Apple /// including vendors, books, magazines and other material. A3.Questions1
and A3.Helps1 are subdirectories which contain additional files offering tutorials and answers to
questions on a wide range of topics. For example, here's what you'll find in A3.Helps1:
Type
*Text
*Text
*Text
*Text
*Text

Blocks
7
15
12
7
4
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Name
CURSOR.MOD
BATTERY.BACKUP
GRAB.BAG
SERIAL.CABLE
SOS.DRIVERS
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The Cursor.Mod tells you how to modify your Cursor /// to use in // Emulation mode, Battery.Backup
explains how to install a clock chip with battery back-up in your /// and Serial.Cable tells you how to
make a serial printer cable for your ///.

As for Side Two, the menu looks like this:
Use arrow keys to move; <RETURN> to select; <CONTROL C> to abort
This ///SIG Disk is Copyright 1986, Washington Apple Pi, Ltd.

*BASIC
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*CAT

00007
00008
00011
00015
00007
00018
00004
00008
00006
00001

MENU.MAKER
A3.NUTSHELL
APPLE.SOFTWARE
BASIC.ARTICLES
COLOR.MONITOR
DRIVER.CONFIG
SOS.DRIVER.NOTE
UPGRADING.SOS
EZP.TIPS
A3.QUESTIONS2

*BASIC
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*TEXT
*CAT
*CAT

00003
00003
00006
00026
00001
00041
00007
00016
00001
00001

TEXT.DUMP
A3.POEM
APPLE3.DOCTOR
CABLES
CPYRIGHT.NOTICE
SOFTWARE.HELPS
THE.APPLE3
WAP.BIBLIO
A3.HELPS2
TEMPLATES

The information here is really a grab-bag full of Apple /// information, including bibliographies of Apple
/// articles in the WAP Journal through 1986 and a bibliography of where to find articles on the Business
Basic Language. There's information on how to hook up color monitors to your ///, how to configure
your SOS.Driver file, tips for 3 EZ Pieces users and even some templates to use if you have the program.
Other files include information on what to look for if your /// gets sick and more information on how to
put together different cables for your particular printer. Just for fun, there's even a poem written by a
///er on CompuServe. You might also want to look into The.Apple3 file, as it contains an excellent and
concise review of just what the Apple /// system is comprised of.
If you want to get out of the Menu program to get back to Business Basic, simply hit the "Control" key
and "C" at the same time. And if you want to change the prefix to load the other side of the disk, simply
hit the "Escape" key. The current prefix will be displayed at the top left of the screen. Use the left
arrow key to move the cursor and type in the new prefix (on the New Members disk, all you have to do
is change the "1" to a "2" or vice versa to load the menu program from the other side).
Finally, if you want to print any of these files directly, simply run the "Text.Dump" program on side 2 and
you can print the designated file. And since almost all these files are text files, you can also pull them up
into Apple Writer, 3 EZ Pieces, Word Juggler or Ink Well and print the files from there.
The New Member Disk is a great tool for beginning /// users and a nice resource for folks who've been
using their /// for a while. We hope to add more of these sort of "Information Disks" in the future to the
PD library so that /// SIG members can continue to get the most out of their machines.
#####
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